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; raise summer 
by Robert Ashton The value of singles shipments jumped by almost 10 percentage points more than volume in the second quarter, providing further evidence of the impact of big sin- gles' extended chart life. Meanwhile the volume of albums shipped jumped 9.2% in the period, although their value rose by a more meagre 5.6%. Overall the total value of the UK market rose by a healthy 6.6%, oasting further doubt on those who suggest the business is dying on its feet. In the three months from April to June, the value of singles ship- ments rose by 13.1% to f29.7m 

while the number of units shipped increased by just 3.6%, according to BRI trade delivery figures 
Most the différence to popular singles spending longer in the charts, although an increase in the aver- age price of ail four singles for- mats may have had some bear- ing. "There is more pop and crossover around whioh is staying for longer periods," says Andrew Powell. HMV singles buyer. Ifs Like That by Run DMC vs Jason Nevins, the best-selling single of the quarter, illustrâtes the effect of singles with staying power. It was priced at £1.99 on CD during 
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Singles units 1996 18.1m £28.6m 18.1m £26.3m 18.7m +3.6 £29.7m +13.1 Albums units Albums value 40.2m £180.0m 35.9m £165.6m 39.2m +9.2 £174.9m +5.6 TOTAL VALUE £208.6m £191.9m £204.6m +6.6 

at number one, rising to 
d beyond. Jon Sharp, mterna- 

1m copies in the UK. Virgin Records général manager 
a higher price point by some labels 

Both Hutton and London Ml Laurie Cokell, whose label's Hos Does It Feel was one of four foo' ball-related singles which betweei sin- them sold more than 1m copies i 

June alone, point to the nu retail campaigns as the reason behind the 5.6% increase in albums value, despite a 9.2% rise in units compared with the previ- 
Although some observers sug- gest this has helped labels and retailers through a quiet summer period that could have been worse than usual because of the World Cup, others suggest it could have négative side-effects. Adrian Rondeau at Essex-based retailers Adrians believes record companles could be storing up future trouble because, although campaigns will increase ship-out figures in the short term, they could klll future catalogue sales. 

China Records has struck an innovatlve profit-sharlng partnership with Zomha to enable it to mount the flrst TV advertising campaign in its 14- year hlstory. The label has negotlated a 50:50 profit split on The Levellers' best of album One Way Of Life - due for release on October 26 - in exchange for Zomba providing a minimum of £300,000 worth of TV exposure to launch the Brighton band's greatest hits collection. China chairman Derek Green says with U Top 40 singles there Is enormous potential for the album, timed to coïncide with the group's lOth annivetsary. Green says he eut the deal with 
have the resource such a campaign alone. 

Industry to face weekly grilling by BBC 

show that will aim to encourage heated debate about the music industry from studio guests and will also feature live bands, news, chart reports and Interviews. It is one of a number of music pro- grammes planned for BBC Choice, 
id terrestrial digital networks. 

show - to be hosted by utumn Radio One's Kevin Greening and e over produced by BBC Music Entertain- stry - ment - will go out on Sundays at llpm with two half-hour repeats le-hour during the week. BBC Choice Is also planning live coverage of music events, includ- ing Glastonbury, while BBC Scotland is producing a half-hour daily show for Choice called The Beat Room. Next year MTV will launch three new music channels on BSkyB's digital network while The Box will be launching Magic, a rival to MTV's VH1. 

Staff axe faits again af Création 
Creatior i Records is reducing mbers by nearly a third in an attempt to contain overheads during a sales slump. The label, founded by Alan McGee in 1983, de the staff members rationalisation beyond 

shortly, and another two are being switched to work with Paul Gallagher at nascent publishing wing Création Songs. The job losses are believed to include backroom staff rather than those in A&R and marketing. 

McGee: more cuts Earlier this year Création eut six jobs and in recent months the label - which is 49% owned by Sony Music and achieved sales of £50m last year - has scored few successes. Primai Scream's Vanishing 

Teenage Fandub failed to achieve silver status. Currently Création has a i of around 15 acts and its re schedule includes the fortheom- ing Liverpool Dockers compila tion, as well as new albums b; Bob' Mould, the Boo Radleys an< 3 Colours Red. More interest wil be stirred by the Oasis B-sides 
spokesman Andy Saunders déniés the company is being slimmed down in prépara- tion for a sale of the rer stake to Sony. "Nothing or further from the truth," he 
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DreamWorks Is forglng an unpreeedented partnership between the genres of country, R&B, pop and gospel muslc with top recordlng artlsts lending thelr talents to three albums for Its forthcomlng Prince Of Egypt animated film. Two insplred-by albums and a separate OST are understood 
November. One of the former Unes up country artlsts Includlng Vlnce Glll, Wynonna, Randy Travls and Cllnt Black whlle the other includes Boyz II Men, Klrk Franklin, Jars Of Clay and DC Talk. Meanwhlle high-level US discussions were contlnulng at press time between DreamWorks, Arlsta and Columbla over release plans for the soundtrack's first single. The track, performed by Whitney Houston and Mariah Carey, 1s understood to be tltled When You Belleve. It wll! also feature on greatest hits albums by both 

Des'ree'sYou Gotta Be 
licensed for US steel ad 
S2's Des'ree has licensed her 1994 Top 20 hit You Gotta Be for use in a US advertlslng campaign In a deal thought to be worth S5m (£3.1m).  * —StreTTÂMiance, a grouping of more than 100 North American steel companles, is using the track in a SlOOm ad campaign. The deal follows a string of llcenslng successes for the artlst. You Gotta Be has also been used by American Express, Sky News, VH1 and MTV In various promo- tions, while last week BBC News 24 began using Des'ree's outrent single Life as Its theme tune. 

Tower déniés internet store 

will nffect High Street chain 
by Tracey Snell Tower Records last week shrugged off suggestions that online retailing will cannibalise its High Street busi- ness as it unveiled the European end of what it claims is the world's 

The European si a catalogue 
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600,000 m. operational from November. Initially it will concentrate on selling CD sin- gles and albums, but will later 
including videos and books. Heading the European online opér- ation is Eoin McGIoughlin, who pre- viousiy developed Tower's US site. The product range compares with a current catalogue of around 250,000 music titles offered by Tower's US internet store, to which the European site will be linked irt the future, and 200,000 titles stocked by the retailer's flagship UK shop in Piccadiily, London. The scale of the site is the resuit 

MuslcNet.net is to open a London office and is looking for a local managing director to help expand Its business in Europe. "We have big plans for the UK," says MusicNet.net US and UK président Charlie Gllreath. Jimmv Devlin. the former Polydor UK managing director who is currently a director of Roadrunner Records, has been working as a consultant for MusicNet.net slnce March. Pictured right are (from left) Devlin, Eoin McGIoughlin (Tower Online Services) and Tower Europe md Andy Lown. 
of a tie-up between Tower and MiisioNet.net. a US-based fulfil- ment opération whose huge online database spans musio, books and other related products and which 150 différent has secured distribution arrangr ments around the world. On recen ing an order, MusicNet.net wi check whether Tower already samples and stocks the title; if it does not, it will publications. 

Tower Europe managing director Andy Lown says the store will draw on Tower's 40 years of retailing experience. "l belleve we're going to do significantly well on the inter- net," he says. Rather than stealing custom from its High Street shops, Tower expects the site to generate incré- mental business since it will now have a presence with the estimated 130m internet users worldwide. "Buying online is a totally différent shopping experience [to the High Street)," says Tower's marketing director Elspeth Thomson. Tower is keeping several key élé- ments of the site under wraps until 
of handling 

offer a ohoice of five différent languages (Engiish, French, Span- ish. Italian and German), audio from Tower 

pricing. However, it is unlikely to magazine in a 

n e w s f / / e 
RHYIHH REPUBLIC WOUND UP Rhythm Republic has been closed down with the loss of four of its five staff. The London-based plugging company, set up by Japanese-owned indie Avex four years ago, had handled club promotions for acts including the Spice Girls. Company head of press Lee Davies has been retained in a broader rôle, 
Panorama and Avex labels. 
BEGGARS CELEBRATES ANNiVERSARY Beggars Banquet is re-marketlng 21 of its classic albums, Including Music From The Jllted Génération by The Prodigy and Best Of Gary Numan, as part of its 21st anniversary célébrations. Full-prlce albums will be offered at mld-price and mld-price albums will be offered at a budget price durlng the campaign. 
PRS AWARDS |AIZ FUNDING The Performing Right Society has made its first awards to support British jazz in a joint initiative with the Musicians' Union and Jazz Services. The group made five grants of £2,000 last week to Brighton Jazz Club, Derby Jazz, Nottingham Jazz Consortium, Sheffield Jazz and Turnver Sims Concert Hall in Southampton. Six further awards of £500 were also made to clubs nationwide. 
VIRGIN RETAIl 10 BBOADCASIV98 Virgin Megastores Radio plans to broadcast from the V98 festival for the first time this year. Sets by The Verve, Catatonia, Robbie Williams and Texas, who are playing the August 22-23 event in Chelmsford and Leeds, will be broadcast live to megastores. 
BBC WORLDWIDE PROMOTES MARK Jeremy Mark has been promoted  f of Live & Kicking 

m responsibility for iw launches for BBC >g magazines, id video - targeted 

No immédiate flotation 
for Virgin retail division 

to seek a listing iui me icipn auu cinéma division by the end of 2001. However. Virgin Group com- munications director Will Whitehorn says it has no plans to go public for at least the next year. "There is an arrangement at présent but it may not necessarily apply later on," he says. The stance emerged last week as owner Richard Branson unveiled ests ... . yet another plan to go to the capital Virgin' markets, this time to alleviate the s^s 0perating profi 
£145m buyout of WH Smith's 75% £26m. stake in Virgin Our Price. Meanwhlle. Virgin In October the Virgin Group will confirmed that the issue a high-yield dollar bond to have cost £100m by raise £300m, a third of which will expected tn break . refinance the VOP acquisition. This year 2002. was funded by an expensive jectofase £100m bridging facility that the cise, which 
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obliges it 

totalled £750nr 
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Box bans Big Life clips 
after call-rigging claim 
TV music channel The Box removed three Big Life videos from its playllst last week after accus- ing the label of giving them unfalr help. The muslc video channel elec- tronically monitors ail phone calls requestlng videos to check for 
tlcular numbers, geographical régions or at particular times. it took action after noticing what it thought was a suspect trend. Box chlef executive Vlnce Monsey refused to confirm the label's identity or the tracks affected, but the company's latest factsheet mailout says, "We>e 
videos are 'helped' by over-excited managers, family members, friends and even a few record company employées." It is not known how long the boycott will run. Big Life head of A&R Tim Party says the label was told of the ban but dismisses any suggestion of cheating. He adds that Gala's new single Corne Into My Life, released last week, Is likely to be affected by the ban. 

m 



WIWCOMME/Vr 
MCKUPORSHUTUP Alan McGee's projection that record companies will go bust in 10 years looks likely to corne back to haunt him. With Création laying off of a thirc of its workforce last week, the timescale for bis Company could be shorter than 2008. The superficial reason seems basic: post-Oasis over-expansion compounded by a lack of hits, though some suspect McGee has simply lost interest in the record business. Life can be tough for indies once they grow beyond a certain size. Lack of catalogue means relying on hits, but ensuring consistent hits means not only sharp A&R but also a strong backroom team and, increasingly, heavy marketing spends. But despite the tough trading conditions many companies face, the outlook is not ail doom and 4 

gloom - and particularly not in the independent s( Look at Beggars Banquet, which celebrates its 21st anniversary this week. As the label has conslstently demonstrated - from Gary Numan to the Go-Betweens, from the Charlatans and the Cuit to dance pioneers Marrs and the Prodigy - success is about combîning a unique musical vision with a strong business sense. And it Is about following your instincts. Who would have predicted a journey which began with the Lurkers' Shadow would lead to the Prodigy (not to mention new XL hopes Stroke and Badly Drawn Boy)? Indie success also lies in flexibility and devising imaginative solutions to problems. This is what China and Zomba have done with their profit-sharing scheme for The Levellers' greatest hits - an example of indie spirit at its best. Rather than predict doom, like the most prominent member of the indie community has done, the winners in the sector will succeed by concentrating on what they do best - applying to business the same imagination as they apply to music. Ajax Scott 

NEVER MIND THE BALEARICS l'd love to copyright the word Ibiza. l've never seen so many albums supposedly containing the big tunes from the clubs on the island. Some of these so-called monster records haven't even been big in Blackpool, never mind the Balearics. And it's not only the Ibiza compilations. Most dance albums are guilty of containing six or seven big records and then padding out the rest with trendy club cuts which no one wanted when they were released as singles. Now I hear that the 18-30 holiday Company (18-30 being the âge, not IQ) is planning, through its Sundance offshoot, a September release for its own compilation which will feature the big tunes people have been dancing to during their holidays, not just In Ibiza but in ail the big resorts. Judging by the state of people featured in fly-on-the-wall TV documentaries such as ibiza Uncovered, it's doubtful whether revellers will recall what they heard by the summer's end. Then again, judging by press reports, not everyone who went to Ibizia as part of Radio One's much publicised live broadcast team would remember much either. What an outrageous waste of money - lueky DJs partying ail night at our expense. 
Talklng of dance music, Virgin may be miffed it has only got the CD and cassette rights to the expensive-to-acquire-but- wonderfui-nevertheless Music Sounds Better With You, by Stardust. The French record company, Roulé, retained the 12- Inch rights and this slab of single-sided vinyl has apparently already sold 60,000 import copies and could have been a Top 10 record on vinyl alone. There is a worrying rumour that the third-party rights are controlled from France, This is something which more small labels from Europe and the US will probably try to do in future due to restrictive practlces by some major labels which have licensed tracks for our territory. When this happens it car spell flnancial ruin for smaller dance labels which rely on compilation income to survive. Tilly Rutherford's column Is a Personal vl 

Palm clinches merger with Rykodisc 1 UJ 11 1 W   indenendent label's marketin. - 

association go iustry \ î back 30 years. mched In May by Records founder Blackwell after his acnmonlous split from PolyGram last year. Joe d of A&R at Rykodisc 

while Boyd believes It help 

Convention^" ftoyd^has^produced 
; by top-flight International 

e profile of Rykodisc the Uk. Founded In 1983 In Salem Massachusetts, by Don Rose and Arthur Mann, Rykodisc has a large catalogue business representlng artists such as Frank Zappa and Hlvls Costello. It also has the MGM soundlrack library. It opened European head- quarters in Acton, west London, In the early Nineties and employs 18 staff on its main label, which guitarist aC'rmUChreaaS|lvEMexcited to be aTthe McGarriglë'^lstërs and Candies acts lm reany exciieu iu uc ^|Vjn Youngblood non, sunsiaiarv working with such a great pioneer Cubante ^ ^ imprints Hann|ba| and 
RyakodîsScT l0O a'rtTsStPOnHSànniëaI wiM provl^ it with Loess to the and catalogue sa.es. 

Survey deals blow to 

the doom merchants 
by Robert Ashton The doom mer prophesise the music industry's demise have overplayed their hand, according to a survey which shows three UK sectors improved their performance last year. The UK Record Industry Annual Survey 1998 reveals increased operating profits in the sectors of manufacturing, retailing and distri- bution and export between 1995/96 and 1996/97. Retail ro rose steadily between j 1997. Although the profits for major and independent record labels fell, the study shows the combined operating profits of the 124 companies surveyed dipped only marginally from £216.5m in 1995/96 to £209.lm in 1996/97, well ahead of the £127m reported in 1993/94. The report's author Cliff Dane says the fall in trade deliveries in 1997 and the modest rise in retail sales between 1996 and 1997 has re-ignited the debate on the future of the business, encapsulated by the now infamous remarks of 

Distributors/Exporters 
Retailers Independent labels Major-linked labels 

£15.8m £59.1m (£12.9m) £118.5m £209.lm 
£51.8m (£4.2m) £132.lm £216.5m 

Création président Alan McGee about labels dying within a decade. Although Dane offers some évi- dence to back the pessimists' view, such as the liquidation of Dino Ent- 
of The Total Record Company in May this year, he says the most recent financial figures (companies submit- ted accounts between June 1996 and December 1997) prove the industry is holding up well. "There is no evidence yet of a signifîcant down- turn," says Dane. However, he 
appear when the time-delay in labels' reported accounts catches up. The 60 independent labels 

surveyed losses to £12.9m, but this was largely due Carlton Non Music's £4.1m. Overall operating profits at the 24 major-linked labels surveyed fell from £132.1m in 1995/96 to £118.5m in 1996/97. Roger Trust, head of A&R at Beggars Banquet, whose holding group was one of the better performers with an operating profit of £1.3m in 1996/97, suggests robiems e they h; in the se 

Boys LP to spread 
country message 
versial countryside single is plan- ning an album to push the new rad- icaiised message from the sticks. Cheltenham-based band Boys, whose pro-hunting, shooting and fishing single Guardians Of The Land was expected to enter the Top 40 yesterday (Sunday), is releasing Anthems Of The Countryside in November. It is expected to feature George Bowyer and William MoClintock-Bunbury, who sing on the single, and folk group The Pedigrees. Matthew Rymer, who produced Guardians, s 

wiu oe an opportunity ti the message. It will appropriate message 

Two Virgin Radio DJs départ as 
station focuses on more music 
The departure of two Virgin Radio DJs, confirmed last week, has been llnked to a reported format change at the station. Drive-tlme DJ Robin Banks, who Joined the station In 1996 before the arrivai of Chris Evans, was told to leave on August 10. His departure came less than a week after Ray Cokes, a former MTV présenter who joined Virgin just three months ago, quit his evening show. 
but"refiuse0nfi'mS ^ depa,tures 
However, one source at the station implies the outspoken DJs no longer fitted in with the station's profile. "The station is gettlng 
ThCt- P'aïlng more music- That s the way you build your 
l'hir'i6 ÏÛ1"3'" he says-He adds that further changes to the présenter line-up are unllkely. The latest Rajar figures show 

Virgln's reach rose 0.9% in I second quarter of this year 4.2m, compared with 3.6m for 1 i same period last year. i Until replacements for Bar and Cokes are found, in-hoi ' Virgin DJs are standing in. 
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Inkies slump as specialisls 

boasl gains in circulation 

KHMÏIMIH 

ABC figures months of this year. Rgures show that Emap's niche title Kerrang! has outstripped IPC's Melody Mater for the first time, while sales of sister IPC title NME plummeted by 13.5% year on year to just above 92,000 copies. Meanwhile, the strength of the UK pop scene is reflected in the perfor- mance of BBC Worldwide's Top Of 

ing the Spice Girls last year. 

In The City Is hosting a set from Marc Bolan's 
month's conférence. Bolan's unsigned outfit Rolan Bolan And The Brothers Bounce (right) are being Invited to play by the US rights society BMI at its BMI Brunch event at the Discoteque Royale on September 13. 

41,600 Llve & Kicklng 281,889 Melody Maker 40,017 Métal Hammer 39,064 Minlstry 71,168 Mixmag 81,008 Mojo 75,084 • Muzik 42,034 NME 92,367 Q 203,865 Select 74,525 Smash Hits 383,191 TOTP 436,487 Uncut 36,067 

genre. "This is a really exciting time for pop, as Boyzone proved by their recent first week sales," he says. "We are reaping the benefits of pay- ing attention to détail, ensuring that every cover is right on the money." Other pop publications also bene- fited: TOTP stablemate Live & 

McLeish: 'reaping benefits' 
Attic Futura's TV Hits rose 3%. However, Emap's Smash Hits fell 0.1% to 383,191. Specialist magazines generally fared well. While both the Ministry Of Sound's newly launched spin-off Ministry and IPC's established Muzik made inroads in the dance of Emap's 

BMI e> Natalle Hicks says Bolan junior's sound is far from glam: "His music is funky 
she says. The ITC live programme is being fur- ther bolstered by US rap group Cypress Hill, Goal and Six Pac - both managed by former Take That manager Nlgel Martin-Smith - and 

Majors meet to discuss 
digital music distribution 

electronically. Computer giant IBM last week confîrmed that it is developing a "secure" digital distribution System codenamed the Madison Project. It says it has been holding secret negotiations with Sony and Warner to begin trials. The two majors declined to comment. IBM says its Madison Project technology will be compatible with a number of existing audio compression Systems but déclinés to say if or when it would become commercially avallable. Record companles met with IBM two weeks ago to discuss digital music distribution, accordlng to one source. "At the moment, it Is not safe. The technology 1s hackable," says the source. 
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M/xmaglwhich fell 6.7% to 81,008), Emap's Kerrang! rose nearly 3% to 41,600 and Dennis Publishing's Métal Hammer jumped 9% to 39,064. "This is our seventh con- sécutive ABC rise," says editor Robyn Doreian. "It just goes to show that specialist titles can do well by sticking to what they know. " Emap's 'grey' magazine Mojo con- tinues its upward trend with a jump of nearly 15% to more than 75,000. "While the contemporary music scene is in the doldrums because of the lack of realiy major releases, people are fillingthe vacuum with a growing interest in back catalogue," says 'Mojo editor Mat Snow. Nevertheless, sister title Q again proved to be the biggest selling monthly magazine with an 8.5% leap to more than 203,865 copies, but Select continued to slide despite a redesign and marketing push with a fall of 5% to around 74,525. IPC's 1997 launch Uncut, which competes with Mojo, scored a 7.7% rise on the last half of 1997 to 36,067. 
Simple Minds man 
gives rap new label 
Simple Minds drummer Mel Gaynor is looking to exploit what he perceives as a gap in the UK market for rap by establlshing a label dedicated to the music. Gaynor Is currently negotiating with majors for financial backing and distribution for Ruff Cut Recording, hoping to build up the label so it can export rap back to 
of research ai e the U 
has an outpost here," he says. 
his UK compétition by signing US rapper Tim Dog, a member of pioneering east coast rap crew Ultramagnetic MCs. He adds that his Simple Minds job provides hlm with an inside trac' Ruff Cut. 

Music boosts Seogram profits 
Boosted by the 20m-plus global sales of Aqua, Universal Music contributed a 30% rise in divisional ■iliimMilIfi 

overall trend. While film and leisure's income both rose 35%, music sales in the year to June rose from $1.50bn t£938m) to $1.52bn (£950m), with pre-tax earnings increasing from $72m (£45m) to $90m (£56m). In the fourthquarter music sales rose from $323nn (£202m) to $377m (£236m) and pre-tax earnings from $10m (£6.3m) to $13m (£8.1m). 

Universal Music's have emanated from the US, although the biggest, Aqua's Aquarium which has now sold 560,000 copies in the UK, is of Scandlnavian origin. UK sales of country/swing act The Mavprir.ks' Trampoline have sumassed those In their native US with a total of 315,000. Beck's groundbreaklng Oâelay has achieved UK sales of 320,000, No Doubt's Tragic Kingdom has scored 495,000 while new British artist Billie Myers, who is A&R'd out of the US, has sold 70,000 copies of her album Growing Pains In this country. 

tly expected 

news file MAHSUH SHAPPED UP ON THE MET Tickets for Mansun's forthcom- ing mini-tour of Virgin stores were snapped up In record time last Wednesday (August 12). Ail 1,000 tickets to the shows, held in conjunction with NME, had gone by Ipm, just an hour after they became avallable on NMEs website. A Virgin Retail spokeswoman says, "It's defl- nitely been the quickest sell- 
V2 PUBLISHING SIGHS ROSES MAH Former Stone Roses drummer Robbie Jay Maddix is signing a long-term deal with V2 Publishing prior to supporting his former band colleague lan Brown on an upcoming UK tour 
Feme Daniels says Maddix, who played on the Manchester 
ing a new rock project called Black Rose. 
SOUND REPUBLIC APPOINTS BOOKER Sound Republlc, the proposed 800-capacity live music venue in Leicester Square's former Swiss Centre, is appointing Its first booking agent in prépara- tion for Its October opening. Former McKenzIe Group group events manager Neil O'Btien, who has been responsible for booking acts at the Brixton Academy and Shepherd's Bush Empire, says he plans to pro- gramme an eclectic mix of artists in the new Robert Earl- and MTV-backed venture. 
LEESE QUITS THE FOR FORESIGHT THE marketing manager Nick Leese is leaving the company to join marketing agency Foresight 
distributor does not plan to replace Leese directly but will create two new rôles to cover his former responsibilities. Dave Murray will become trade marketing executive of video games while a similar rôle is being created in music. 
RI SOUND CITY AIDS LOCAL TALENT Radio One Sound City has selected 110 local bands from a record 386 tapes submitted to play at this yêar's fringe event. Sponsored by Virgin Megastores, the event will run at five venues during October 24-31. Sound City coordinator îhaw says acts not selected for the officiai fringe 
mote gigs on an unofficial fringe. A website is being set up at www.soundclty98.co.uk 
SPICE GIRLS GO PLATINUM 

r., Spice Girls'Vjiig^oreyer u i was certif'ecl Pjabnurri — last week, while " Stardust's 
and Exchange Comm- ission on its $10.4bn (£6.5bn) bid for PolyGram. It will then seek clearance from the European Commission. Last week a délégation of senior 

London for a sériés of meetings to investigate options for the merger. In the absence of formai or informai confirmation of further executive appointments at the merged music company, recent weeks have wit- nessed mounting spéculation about who will occupy key rôles m the combined entity in both the US and 

pjcked up a-sUver award. On albums, Skunk Anarlsie took a platinum dise with Paranoid & Sunburnt. Gold awards went to the compilations Club Hits 98 and The Box Hits 98 Vol 2, 
Brandy for her album Never Say Never and for the compilation Totally Wicked.  

dotmuslc 
hUp://www,dotmusic.com 



Blg promo spenders (from left): Jamlroqual' 
After more than 12 years on UK TV, the Chart Show will appear for the iast time on Saturday (August 22), bringing to an end what has become something of a Saturday morning institution. The brainchild of producer Keith Macmillan and his company Video Visuals, the Chart Show was first transmitted on Channei Four on April 11,1986. it is being replaced by an ambitious three-hour Saturday morning extravaganza SMTV:// Live, presented by Ant & Dec and produced by Rie Blaxill, the man credited with rejuvenating Top Of The Pops. The end of the Chart Show spells the îe of the only dedicated sf 

disappearance t rôle of music videos, often the most costly item of any single's marketing budget. Most video budgets in the UK have been 
'Any situation where music 

drops from the TV landscape 
is a bad Ihing' 

- Tony McGuinness, WEA 

)e Paris; and Placebo's Pure Morning 

ce the re on a tight rein s early Nineties, but there t loosening of the purse ! ' with the average budget _ _ . £30,000 to £40,000 and a relative splurge of six-figure productions for more established artists - often with an unspecified amount of funds coming from the US. However, in recent months, producers report that business has again slowed. Ail the same, industry estimâtes suggest that UK record companies spend upwards of £15m a year on promo videos. "It's a bloody expensive investment,' says Rob Stringer, managing director of Epie Records, whose artists include B*witched and Manie Street Preachers. "If you make four videos for an album it works out more expensive than making the record itself." Whatever disputes the Chart Show may have had with record companies over the years on issues such as performance royalty payments, there is no doubting its importance. In particular it has been a key 

Deeper Underground; uano ti s udrnavai i/c rana, a.  -   ! * 

THE FINAL DUT 

...LIFE AFTER THE CHART SHOW 
As the axe finally falls on the Chart Show, David Knight examines the impact of its demise 

B*WITCHED UNDERUNE THE POWER OF THE PROMO 
Music channels like MTV and The Box have been notable in programmlng videos in- creasingly early compared with the Chart Show, Inevitably tended t videos no more than a two before release. And this in turn has had an Impact on how video can help break acts. Epie UK managing director Rob Stringer says the situation has changed during the past two years. "We are more 

date. My rule for new 

An example is B'witched's C'est La Vie. The promo, 

dlrected by Alison Murray - a relatlvely inexperienced promo director, but renowned for choreographing and directing modem dance films - was budgeted at around £60,000 and made well ahead of the single's release date to build a pre-release buzz. According to 

outlet for reaching an audience of mi than 1m people at each sitting on the busiest shopping day of the week. "The Chart Show will be sorely missed. Any situation where music drops from the TV landscape is a bad thing. Dur promotions department were devastated," says Tony McGuinness, marketing director at WEA. Now with the axe falling, senior producer Philip Davey says, "We have several other projects bubbling under. But I suspect this will have a significant effect on the number of videos made in this country." However, others suggest the impact will not be as great as it would have been five years ago. Where once it was the only outlet for screening videos - and could almost singlehandedly help justify the cost of a clip - the situation has changed. Now there are 
networks, including the dedicated UK 

version of MTV, VH-1, The Box and Carlton TV's Videotech. 'There are opportunities to have videos on the air ail the time. Sad though it is, I think [the Chart Show's disappearance; 
videos," McGuinness says. Carole Burton-Falrbrother 

GDSSiP 

As seen on: 
Rapture TV, Trouble Channei, Fox Kids, 

The Basement and to be seen on many more 

1MC{GR1LC001) . EURO ANTHEM BY THE SLEAZESISTERS A/. PUREGOSSIP.COM 

w is not going t différence to how many videos we m and how much we spend on them." One of the reasons is thf ' ' perspective - probably the reason music video came into being in the first place. As Mark Crossingham, UK général manager of interscope/Universal points out, "There are more outlets for video now. You have ZTV ail over Scandinavia, TMF in Holland, Viva in Germany and MTV in America of course." The policy of making videos that are appropriate as international marketing and promotional tools has paid dividends for Virgin (Spice Girls and The Verve) and Parlophone (Radiohead, Supergrass and Blur), while other labels have followed suit during the past two years. But there are also trends that reflect the growing importance of MTV UK and The Box 
tm 

before release," he says, "in fact video happened before radio. Undoubtedly the succcss of the video stlmulated radio." C'est La Vie went on to become a number one single and the thlrd biggest seller of the year so far. Meanwhlle, Alison Murray has shot the video for B*witched's follow-up, Roller- Even though the record Is not due for release until September 23, it will be shortly released to TV. 
relative to the Chart Show. One is the increasingly common policy of making promos for priority acts way up-front instead of waiting to see what response a single gets and rushing to complété a video for the week of release. Recent examples include B*witched (see box above), Dario G, Cleopatra, Ail Saints and Biliie. WEA's McGuinness says, "After the suoeess of Sunchyme, MTV committed very early to Dario G's Carnaval De Paris." Meanwhile, some larger labels are choosing to spend less on videos for new artists - typically £10,000-£20,000 - and more (ETO.OOO-plus) for bigger acts. "That forty grand middle range has never worked," says one commissioner, "Videos have to be justified by sales." Some promo producers also note that the Chart Show has lost the clout it once had. Adam Dunlop, executive producer at Oil Factory, says the programme is no longer the must-watch it once was. "In the past year people would much rather go for repeated viewings on MTV than a Chart Show exclusive," he says. However, in one way at least, the imminent demise of the Chart Show has already had an effect; "We are no longer saying: 'Will it get on the Chart Show?'," says McGuinness. 

Island Mercury RCA/BMG East West 
S EMI (and Chrysalls) 10 WEA Source PROMO 
most videos (Jan 15-July28 '98) 

Jamlroqual - Deeper Underground £750,000 Spice Girls - Stop £290,000 Ail Saints - Under The Bridge/Lady Matmalade £280,000 Pulp - This Is Hardcore £170,000 Dario G - Sunmachine £150,000 Lighthouse Family - Lost in Space £150,000 Placebo - Pure Morning £140,000 Toti Amos - Spatk £140,000 Massive Attack - Teardrop £124,000 Leasing videos for international acts are often iointlv funded by UK -""S labels •E: PROMO estimâtes based on Industry sources 
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SUGGS'S BACK! 

NEW SINGLE 

I AIN/T 

OUT 24 AUGUST 
TAKEN FROM THE 

FORTHCOMING ALBUM 
THE THREE PYRAMIDS CLUB' 

PROMOTION; 
HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE 

THE NATIONAL LOTTERY ON TOUR 
BBC1 22 AUGUST, 

RADIO ONE PLAYLIST, 
VIRGIN RADIO PLAYLIST , 

VIRGIN RADIO BREAKFAST SHOW ■RECORD OF THE WEEK', 
PRESS: 

MAJOR FEATURES IN 
Q, TELEGRAPH, 

EVEN1NG STANDARD, 
TIME OUT, LOADED, 

ES MAGAZINE, EXPRESS, 
INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY, 

MOJO, SUN, NME, GUARDIAN 
MARKETING; 
PR1NT ADS; 

THE SUN, LOADED, TIME OUT 
RADIO ADS: 

CAPITAL, VIRGIN 
OTHER ADS: 

NATIONAL POSTER CAMPAIGN, 
DATABASE MAIL OUT 

AS FEATURED IN THE FILM 
THE AVENGERS' 



BDG1QDB 
of the week m 

Cass Browne and Des Murphy have left the critics speechless. This second sïng - a rework of one of the...   original vinyl démos - drops an addlctive hook over a funky be and a lunging bass to conjure up a summery blast of a tune. With backing from the style press and radio (including an Evening Session last week), this slinky, laidback outing is certain to chart higher than the much-undervalued The Rock, which peaked at number 60 last month. Î3H 
SIH Hit r e v i e w s 

a ALL SAINTS: Bootie Call S (London LONCD415). | More R&B-flavoured than 
'finds 

Boy Rock by using a ska rhythm, but somehow iacks the latter's energy and freshness. It was a favourite of DJs such as Norman Cook on white label and now, signed to London's ffrr imprint, it should see some sucoess. 1313 -| PAUL VAN DYK: For An Angel (Déviant DVNT24CDS). A favourite . ... We|| 

looks set to give German DJ and producer Van Oyk the breakthrough he deserves. Remixed from a 1994 album track and boosted by Van Dyk's trademark swirlmg trance sound, ifs also been remixed by Bristol's Way Out West. Van Dyk's last two singles both went Top 75, and following a heavy remixing and DJing schedulein the lot higher. 133 

form. Written by Shaznay alongside producer K Gee, it's not their most poppy outing to date but is sure to keep up their record of top five singles. Radio airplay is growing, held back oniy by the lingering popularity of Under The Bridge/Lady Marmalade: Radio One has given Bootie Call an A-listing. 313 RED SNAPPER: The Sleepless (Warp WAP108CD). Powered by a loping, jazzy bassline, this downtempo singie also features rapping from drum & bass star MC Det. A remix by original rave pioneers Shut Up And Dance adds : ' vocal loop. A l along with Radio One < sales. 133 t SIX BY SEVEI MNT37CD1/2). This single from one of the . better guitar acts to emerge in the past 12 months is a typically vibrant noisy affair released at the beginning of a 23-date UK tour. Both CD singles feature différent recordings from Peel sessions. 133 HELEN LOVE; Long Live The UK Music Scene (Che Trading CHE82). The controversial act's amusing backlash effort has achieved daytime Radio One airplay for noveity value as well as an Xfm A-list and predictable Evening Session support. Curiously. the press hasn't taken to it - although it's frankly doubtful that, as the lyrics suggest, Chris Evans and Shed Seven 

:k of Dario G's début a driving piano- îd follow-up to their Id Cup hit, Carnaval De Paris. It features a sample from David Bowie's Memory Of A Free Festival and Bowie's producer. Tony Visconti, makes a guest appearance on recorder. It's on Radio One's B-list and looks set to repeat the chart-crashing success of its feelgood predecessors. 33 t=SB PAPER DOLLS: Gonna Make You Blush (MCA MCSTD40175). Already féted by the teen press and making appearances on children's télévision, this Nottingham girl trio are building a profile in their target it. Radio teir catchy early Eighties disco sound tnd quality production, the Paper Dolls have :cwritten a song with the necessary 
v/ith 

ts for ô t. 313 FIVE; Everybody Get Up! (RCA 74321613752). In the current musical 
someone sampled Joan Jett & The Blackhearts' I Love Rock'N'RoIl in a rap song, but Rve have by no means pulled off a bad job. It looks like they are on their way to another top five hit. 313 SUGGS: I Am (WEA WEA174CD). Britpop'î uncle here teams up with Black Grape 

the stage for Suggs' album The Three Pyramids Club., 313 ^ BILLY HENDRIX: Body Shine EP (Hooj Choons HOOJ65CD). Hooj Choons follows up its number 12 placing for Energy 52's Cafe Del Mar with this big-sounding Euro house track. if the sound is similar to its predecessor, thafs because it's the work of Sharam Jey, aka Three'N'One, who produced the most prominent mix of Energy 52. Body Shine has been a club favourite on import for some time, and is currently number two in the RM Club Chart, 133 l-iTWih.il ESTHERO; Heaven Sent (Columbia XPCD1028). It is no easy task to start a song with 
some classical 

ve of Portishead, Bjôrk 33 ratiHM.t STRAW: Weird Superman (WEA 169CD). The début single from these four Bristol lads formed from the ashes of Arista signing Please is a mémorable, rocky, hook- laden affair. Tongue-i vocals and psychedellc guitar make package, and airplay from Radio One ano Xfm could propel the band to the Top 40 success they deserve. 3 3 tsssss SPHINKLER: I Like You Just The Way I Am (Island 572380). This catchy pop R8 track by rapper/producer II vocalist Chardel ht humour and plenty of ra' 
id by Chardel's v 

THE STRIKE BOYS: Selected Funks (Wall Of Sound WALLCD018). Wall Of Sound shrug off the shackles of big beat for its first signing since the Propellerheads joined the label in 1996. Licensed from Germany's Nuax label, it's a heady mix of acid house and funk with a strong electro influence. Using elements of both Eighties and early 
into the next decade for the label. 133 PLACIDO DOMINGO: Por Amor (WEA 3984237942). Released on WEA rather than Warner Classics due to its crossover potential - see this week's Talent pages - Domingo. Newsweek's 'King Of Opéra', embarks upon another épisode of his career with 16 romantic songs celebrating the lOOth anniversary of M®xj|an comPoser 

QlflCKSPACE: Precious Falling (Kitty Kitty Choosyl3). Ever the dariings of the Quickspace's second album will hardly rattle the charts but will be received with delight by their many fans, ng mixes a fine blend of off- kilter expérimentation with catchy tunes, and songs such as Happy Song #2 (playlisted on GLR and Xfm) provide some poppy moments^The^band recently rei 
KENICKIE: Get In (EMI 4958512). SThis Sunderland band's follow- up to last year's frankly much-respected Top 1C 

th this Precious 

te Club 
problem as its two recent singles IV 

Fix You (which reached number 36 in June) and Stay In The Sun (which was due to go Top 40 on Sunday). That is, they ooze potential but are iet down by poor production. Kenickie will no doubt reach their potential in 1998. 313 rr.M.ii.'.il WHALE: Ail Disco Dance Must End In Broken Bones (Hut CDHut52). There's a more dubby feel to some of the tracks on this undeniably lively second album from the Swedish tr^But the quirky, 
for is always bi single scraping month, their chances of attracting audience on theii dubious. 133 « VARIOUS; Lock, Stock And Tw Barrels OST (Island CID8077). old and new material is interspersed with film dialogue à la Réservoir Dogs on this soundtrack to one of the - if not the - best British films of the year. Featuring acts from the Stone Roses, James Brown and Dusty Springfield to Robbie Williams, The Stooges and Lewis Taylor with Carleen Anderson, continuing positive reviews of t1^^ codW 
VARIOUS; Mixmag Présents The Takeover Bid (Mixmag Live MMLCD025). Mickey Finn and Aphrodite's Urban Takeover 
they hit the Top 40 with their jump-up interprétation of a Jungle Brothers track. They showcase their hip hop-influenced jungle style with flair on this double-CD mix with 25 tracks including an exclusive mix of The Prodigy's Funky Shit. 133 

Releases previously reviewed in Music Week now set for release on August 24 include; AALIYAH: Are You That Somebody (Atlantic) (reviewed in August 15 issue) • GOMEZ: Whippin' Piccadilly (Virgin) (August 15) 

Our scoring system Our scoring System gives two ratings: one for chart potential (in blue) and one for the MW verdict (in red). Ratings are from 3 (highest) to □ (lowest). 

Hear new releases f lTTCTit Audio clips from the releases marked with this icon can be heard on dotmusic at; www.dotmusic.com/reviews 

I forthcomlng album is | nothing but a great rock/pop song with an electrifying riff - the music is credited to Smashmg Pumpkins frontman Billy Corgan and Hole guitarist Eric Erlandson - and distinctly fiery lyrics by frontwoman Courtney 
has grasped the band's new-found overtly commercial direction. 33 LENNY KRAV1TZ: I Belong To You (Virgin VUSCD138). This second single from Kravitz's album Five is an upbeat, funky love song which is likely to have a strong appeal at radio with its feelgood atmosphère and smooth production. However, Kravitz's recent singles have performed oniy modestly in the charts - If You Can't Say No reached number 48 in May. 1313 <'i' ivs" EL MAGNIFICO: Tha New Style (ffrr/ Critical Mass 570275-2). Featuring vocals from ragga star Cheshire Cat, this big beat single follows in the path of Lionrock's Rude 

□□□□Cl 
of the week 
THE DIVINE COMEDY; Fin De Siècle 1 (Setanta SETCD057). The fourth full- ^ length album from Northern Ireland's Divine Comedy finds frontman Neii Hannon and arranger Jobi Talbot more assured and confident of their own talents than ever before - making Fin De Siècle | one of the standout album releases U of the season. A headlong rush into the next miilennium, the album is epic and baroque witheut once straying into pomposity. From the first single, Génération Sex (released on September 14) through the booming Sweden, Hannon's ear for layered sound marks him out as a latter-day Phil Spector. Miilennial angst is propped up by the use of a 30-piece choir on Here Cornes the Flood, and end-of- the-world imagery is rife throughout the 10 songs on this album. Even the sign-   " off tl,ne' Suh'ise, is a gloriously colourful and poetlc take on the troubles of Hannon's birthplace. With support from Radio One's Evening Session and Simon Mayo to Virgin Radio's Chris Evans (The Divine Comedy will also play live on TFI Friday shortly after the album's release), Fin De Siècle deserves to rocket to the top of the album charts and hang around for a considérable while. A modern-day masterpiece. 33 

- 
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THE FASTEST RECORD TO BE ADDED AT 

U.S. RADIO THIS YEAR-NOW A TOP TEN HIT 

ACE of BASE 

CURRENTLY MASSIVE AT RADIO ACROSS EUROPE 

ALREADY BEING DEMANDED INSTORE ON IMPORT 

THIS YEAR'S SUMMER HOLIDAY RECORD 

NOW TO BE RUSH RELEASED IN THE U.K. 
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■d Griffiths' Bstreamlining approach to the label's British opérations looks fortunate for DeConstruction signings Republica, whose second album Speed Ballads is se" 1 
le UK ar IUS. ays the décision to group the on, Northwestside and Boilerhouse labels under the Arista umbrel allows far more focus on "those acts that we're keying in on". Among them are Republica - "they've made an incredible new album. They're right at the top of our priority llst," he adds. Griffiths has already established a centralised international opération for the new label grouping. "In my rôle a: VP central Europe, the territories me, and I make it very clear te what an important act Republica ; . that I have to make a European ^ meeting last week people are completely blown away. e have a British band that m break Worldwide, and 3 unfortunately there aren't many acts around like that at the moment." Speed Ballads (released October 5) lives up to such hype with tracks suoh as Faster Faster, Millennium and the new single From Rush Hour With Love (released September 14) - massive techno-pop tunes in the vein of their two 1997 hits Ready To Go and Drop Dead Gorgeous - as well as notable songwriting advances in the shape of Try Everything and Luxury Cage (the possible second single). Worked on by the core line-up of vocalist Saffron, guitarist Jonny Maie (who has worked with Stereolab and St Etienne) and programmer Tim Dorney, the album is a huge leap forward in songwriting terms from 

retained their dance influences and the big pop choruses, but the fact that three of the album's 10 tracks are ballads indicates the progress they have made as writers. "After you spend ail that time touring, you start to realise what your band is about, which in our case was pop," says Maie. Not that the album, which was finished er than originally planned, had of gestations. "After being two years and road mi ' go straight baok into tl while adjust to," says It did not help that conflicts arose with oi Andy Todd. He subsequently left in OctobÊ last year, just before the band embarked i a nine-month recording stint - but two months after writing had started. Ultimately Todd's departure, combined with the arrivai of Republica's first permanent drummer, Pete Riley, during la: year's US and UK tour dates, has corne ti be seen as a positive. "We were being bullied into making muslc the rest of us didn't want, so after Andy went we starter writing really good songs," says Saffron. "And Pete, who's such a good drummer, 

REPUBLICA 

really helped change The album's producer line-up has had the same bénéficiai effect. Their début album was self-produced, but this time Clive Langer and Alan Winstanley handled most of the honours, with lan Stanley coming in at the close and The Lightning Seeds" lan Broudie responsible for Luxury Cage. Saffron says, "We had the teohno side of things sussed, but we needed help to improve our songs structures, and to get the vocals up. Everyone involved helped 

though he brought m 

equally strong Drop Dead 

easiest make our stuff be The album certainly looks like fully repaying DeConstruction co-managing director Pete Hadfield's initial faith in Saffron as a star who now shows Richard   Ashcroft and Cerys Matthews a F  - ' 
Ë should sign her too, he told her to go away and get a ban together. On receipt of a démo, Hadfield signed the newly formed Republica on the 

okwas Ready To Go, 

potential. Hi 
1 DeConclubac 

'The band's terrifie live 
act will be the key to 
European success' - 

Pete Hadfield 
Modem Rock chart, the album sold 300,000 copies in the US Oust slightly more than in the UK). "We were still left with a very strong perception and image of the band," says Novik. "The band worked really hard, did several American tours, and have buiit a tremendous profile, which is a fantastic foundation for the new album." Right now, Hadfield says he is focusing on developing success in the US and UK, with the rest of Europe less pressing. "Most major European radio stations have less of a rock bias," he says. "We're hoping that the band's terrifie live act will be the key to 

went straight onto the Capital A3 playiist last week and was embraced by Atlantic 252, while the label is also confident it will be picked up by Radio One. In the US, the album release early next year will be helped by the fact that Ready To Go has been aired in a Mitsubishi Galant télévision advert since the end of July, which has led to a 150% increase in sales. There is little doubt that BMG and RCA have a potential Worldwide smash on the 
pragmatic. "Restructuring always affects bands, but proof is in the pudding," says. "We've built up good 
and abroad, and we hope wi can carry on working with them." If BMG wants the best out of the band, it had better pay attention to a star attraction. Martin Aston 
Artist: Republica Label: DeConstruction Project: single/album Songwriters: Saffron/Male/Dorney Studios: Metropolls, Westside, Whitfield Street, The Strong Room, Hoxton HQ (ail London) Publlsher: BMG/Momentum/Warner-Chappell Producer: Clive Langer & Alan Winstanley/ lan Broudie/lan Stanley Released: September 14/0ctober 5 
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johnson 
Acoustic guitar-based se 

and subtle-but-edgy settings from Sade keyboardist and Sweetback producer Andrew Haie are a long way from the crossover dance roster of Son/s 'modem alternative club culture" label Higher Ground. But striking oontrasts suit Johnson - their image, songs and sound buck a whole slew of trends - and Sony Music UK chalrman Paul Burger hears global potential. "Johnson's music just cannot be ignored," says Burger. "Ifs compelling, )le, emotional and exactly where 
re Tiger Baybom Noah ho writes and sings, and ex-Elite model and Miss Pears Rayne (Rtton) who writes, plays guitar and sings harmonies. After years dancing and boxing in Wales for a living, Noah decided that what mattered most was his songs, while after a teenage career modelling in Europe and Asia, Rayne almost simultaneously gave up  ive lifeof a 

(Johnson), w 

|by a 
reen anticipated. "1 ut ail of a i 

Trick Baby for some years until BMG Music Publishing's Andrew Jenkins signed the duo in early 1997. He quickly approached First Avenue's Oliver Smallman and Denis Ingoldsby, who committed to a recording deal on First Avenue Records in mid-1997. Within weeks Smallman decided to sign the duo to 

I, they worked then Heart came on board," he says. scene as Johnson will be touring between now and Christmas with a string quartet, flûte and percussion, "to let people see that this is a, band with honesty, purity and dignity", says Clark. Or as Burger says, "we're just putting one foot in front of the other, because ail 

a showease. Clark says he 

talvin 

n behind great songs". After completing recording of their début album Hard Mouth To Feed (released August 31) at Sarm West Smallman head-hunted Miles Keller from EMI International to manage the band at First Avenue in March 1998, and Higher Ground began a sériés of showeases in London, Amsterdam and Paris. Keller says Columbia has already committed to releases in the GSA, Bénélux, France, Australia and, most importantly, the US. In the UK, Spanner and Steve Morton are plugging radio and TV for Intermedia (the band have already played live-to-airs for Métro, Heart and City) while up-and-coming New York fashion photographer Carter Smith directed his first video using Seven and English Patient director of photography Darius Khondji (Madonna's Frozen) for Johnson's début single It Could Be (released today). Morton says MTV has been great. gettlng the duo in to play live and playing their video, ' 'than 

programmers". 

Songwriters; Noah/Rayne and v; Producer: Andrew Haie Studio: Sarm West Publisher: BMG Music Publishing, CC, Tee : Songs and Warner Chappell Music I Released: August 17/August 31 r | 

lhat artists of the calibre of the Chemical Brothers, Cari Hero have been ' i player, DJ and producer Talvin Singh will not surprise many industry players. The 28-year-old East Londoner, who has worked with artists such as Massive Attack, Bjôrk and Bim Sherman, as well as running the hip Asian Underground club night Anokha, was last week declared by iD magazine for its 18th birthday issue as destined to be one of the Top 18 most important créative people of the next 18 years, His début solo album, O.K., is released on Island on October 12, and A&R manager Ross Allen hopes it will spawn a raft of commercially successful dance remixes. Allen, himself a DJ on GLR and for whom this is his first Project at island to see light of day, says the remixes couid see the classically trained musician, who blends 
; drum & bass with traditional Indian music, cross over to a wider audience. "Talvin is a first-division artist and someone other artists respect, so ail the people we contacted were really up for doing it," he says. "We wanted people who were sympathetic to the music and understood where Talvin was coming from, people who j could retain the essence of the original." The first fruits of Singh and Allen's . choices for remixers - most of the album was recorded before Allen got involved and 

SINGH 
they then both sat down and came up with ideas - Is the single Traveller (released today. and an RM track of the week p4) with mixes from Talkin' loud's Mercury Prize 

The track Vikram And The Vampyre has been earmarked for the Underworld treatment, as well as original disco pioneer François Kevorkian, while 4AD's Washington outfit Thievery Corporation have confirmed their intention to remix the title track O.K. Singh, who is currently on a promotional tour around Europe, says, "I was only interested in using people who are sensitive -I h: et for 
chose. We're still waiting to hear whether everyone who wants to remix can do it." The album itself is the resuit of more than nine months' work and Singh's travels around India, New York and Japan to find the best musicians and singers. It features the talents of US producer and musician Bill Laswell, who played on two tracks, and Ryuichi Sakamoto playing electronic flûte on 
studios in East London to produce and mix the album with engineer Tris Norwell who has worked with Dave Stewart, Youssou N'Dour and specifically with Neneh Cherry on Man and David Holmes on Let's Get Killed. "The album is a unique fusion of cfassical Indian with an understanding of 

STEVE 

Most victims of a knife attack would think twice before writmg a love song in honour of their assailant but Impulsive Mexican composer Agustin Lara 
after he had been slashed across the face by a jealous lover. Now, 100 years after the composer's birth, ténor Placido Domingo is hoping foi 

PLACIDO 

DOMINGO 

Domingo. "Some of the se (likely to be the first single December) and Solamente known in England, bt will not be fai 
stormy affairs with strikingly beautiful 
One dictionary entry to play the pia 

's finest songs, their style far removed a boy from the world of Wagnerian and Verdian opéra. The great dramatio ténor has littie time for those who praise grand opéra and 
singers should stick to what they kn "1 think that there's room for everything," le says. 'Basically, some music is easy ar to recognise and for people e. When you talk about th st difficult ar jn imitate 

another that 
Domingo worked dosely with ' rranger Bebu Silvetti to select 16 of 

But anybody can sing, for be worse, one of these popular 
rj. e of Lara s songs are 

Following révélations about Britain's top soccer clubs considering proposais to join a new Euro Super League, I keep waiting for news that the top three record companies are secretly hatching plans to form a breakaway Super Chart, That would get rid of ail those pesky independent dance tunes, wouldn't it. The thing is, l wanted to write a half-term report this week on the state of A&R in '98, but I kept coming back to the rising tide of new indie labels, It's not that I don't think the majors are doing a good job or that I underestimate their rôle, but I can't help but feel drawn to the 12 

LAMA 
creative vision going on at the bottom level of the UK scene. The new indies may not be financially piaced to compete with the majors, but the persistance and insight shown by most of them is admirable. Without labels like Glasgow's Andmoresound Records, we wouldn't have the new Mac Meda single, and without Org Records we wouldn't be holding the début Cay record Better Than Myself which is surely set to fuel A&R interest from higher quarters. More than that it was reading the live ads in the music press last week that really spotlighted the new indies, many of whom are staging label 

Ion a&r 
nights. Fortuna Pop Records, a diverse but cool littie label, showeased Mark 400 (subtle Blue Orchids-styie guitar songs), John Simms (post- Stereolab fuzzy lo-fi tunes) plus Twinkie and Airport Girl at London's Bull & Gâte last week. And coming up there's a Gringo Records night at the Highbury Garage, featuring assorted Essex noiseniks headlined by Hirameka Hi-Fi, who are just about to release their second EP and record a Radio One session. It might not be any of these, but sooner or later this underground scene is going to produce something that will turn into one of this year's biggest buzzes... 
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1997, Sing upset by such a change until Me met im managing director Marc Marot. "When I first started working with Marc it was incredible. He sat in my and we talked for six hours about and I knew then I was happy with 1," says Singh. "He was the first person ) heard O.K. and he loved it. He oniy e it to certain people at Isiand to work in différent territories so it would create a 2." Promotion, including press and DJ sets, happened in ail European key tei " '1 , Canada, India Singh supported which is hoping the in Europe, reports 

) 

His music sounds great in a club and n! nome - Ross Allen 

dancefloor 

early days for radio but Traveiler specialist support from Radio One and earned Singh a GLR been asked to guest Channel Four's forthcoming Jo Whiley ; beginning mid-September. Allen firmly Singh's remixes too will creatt a buzz over the coming months, and although radio may prove a problem. Singh's ability to attract press inches will ensure record buyers know exactly 
Artist: Talvin Singh Label: Isiand Project; remixes/album Songwriter: Singh Producer; Singh Publishers: Chrysalis Studio: The Strongroom, London Released: August 17/October 5 

wmm 
DEBEIAH MORGAN VAZ/Motown artist Debeiah Morgan's début pop/R&B album It's Mot Over reveals a hidden songwriting talent on half of its 15 tracks as well as ' 

Co-produoed with Grammy Award-winner Vassal Benford, Detroit-born Morgan also plays keyboards on and co-arranges ' 
Enough suggests si" mainstream UK pop success without necessarily breaking through the street. Although nothing has been schedulec 

Por Amor dise. "It is good music. In ail différent epochs, ténors have sung popular songs. Why should you forbid a " to sing popular . Neapolitan, Irish or Mexican \ songs? These Lara songs re definitely pièces that 
l«F 

knowledge of smging and 
is more difficult to do that t 

Por Amor is released on ' rather than Warner Classics 

:e of the greatest Le mingo has been doi 
td José Feliciano, 

lenorto sing popular L Neapolitan, Irish or Mexican c 
ie mix of Siivetti's to rhythms and urful instrumentation Domingo's full-biooded this songs?' - Plncido Domingo si-ging should persuade 

she says. WEA is aiming the project first at Three Ténors fans with radio advertising stretching from Classic FM to Heart and Melody, with a major retail presence and press ads in the Mail On Sunday and Sunday Express, as well as features in the Sunday Times, The Guardian and The Indépendant. Lara's expressive tunes could certainly be construed as classical if supported by différent harmonies, instrumentations and rhythmic accompaniments to those employed by arranger and producer Silvetti. "1 feel it is a benchmark album for Latin crossover," says Nichol, "because it features 

ng to that!' Andrew Stewart 
lâcido Domingo Label; WEA album/single Songwriter: Lara " Ittii Studios: Capital and ollywood, Hit Factory in New House, Extrême Music and liami Publisher: Peermusic 31/Dec 13 

Bryan Adams - On A Day Like Today (A&M/Mercury) A giorious tune that sounds distinctly uniike a Bryan Adams track (single, September 14) Culture Club - I Just Wanna Be Loved (Virgin) Lilting rock that could herald the Eighties revivai (single, October 5) Meja - AU About The Money (Columbia) Catchy pop from this Swedish star who has yet to happen here (single. October) OMD - Remixes (Virgin) Addictive remixes of Enola Gay and Souvenir by Sash! and Moby respectively (EP, tbc) The Cardigans - My Favourite Game (Stockholm/Polydor) One of the standout singles in a busy month (single, September) Sheryl Crow - My Favourite Mistake (A&M/Polydor) Enjoyable new track which requires repeated plays (single, August 31) Merz - untitled (Lotus) Four enticing tracks on a limited-editlon EP showeasing Merz's diversity (single, late autumn) Jermaine Dupri feat. Mariait Carey - Sweeheart (Columbia) The standout pop eut from Dupri's album, this classy cover will appear on Mariah's hits set (single, tbc) Ash - Nu-Clear Sounds (Mushroom/ Infeciious) Impressive promo in a magnetic métal wailet (album, October '98) Nicole Renee - Strawberry (Atlantic) Summery R&B self-written by this American neweomer (US promo) 
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RETAIL FOCUS; ONE UP 

11^1974 and is now on its génération of customers. Many people who shopped there in the early days of punk are still coming through the doors and partner Raymond Bird puts this down to the fact that ail âges and tastes are catered for. °We are currently the largest independent in the north of Scotland." he says. "Our customers stay loyal because they recognise we give good value for money." One Up's ourrent premises in the centre of the city are a sizeable 762 sq m on two floors with large indie. rock and dance departments complemented by specialist sélections such as jazz, folk and blues, The shop does a roaring trade in second-hand CDs and vinyl 
m both floors. Although One Up ' ' n from nearby 

î 

cornes to town every October and provides One Up with plenty of scope to run promotional tle-ins. This year it 1s hoping to secure Bernard Butler and the Stéréophonies for in-store signlngs and wlll be ; devoting a large area of the shop to discount campalgns for the evenfs featured artlsts. "After 20 years the festival is still growlng, with more acts and more attendees," says Raymond Bird. "Apart from presentlng blg names it also provides a much needed platform for new local talent." 
urrently being offered at two anticipating heallhy interest fortheoming mid-price 

from Primai Scream, St Etienne and Super Furry Animais, with the inclusion of a free sampler. "A variety of campalgns help to keep the offer lookmg fresh," says Bird. "An i promotion from PolyGram entitled Festival Frenzy '98 h sampler featuring Pc Shed Seven." At the end of the month One Up will be creating a blg splash for the Fun Lovin' Criminals' new album 100% Colombian, with both window and in-store displays. "It looks as if it is going to be really big for us, judging by the number of people who have been asking about it,' says Bird. "There's also a lot of pre-release interest in the fortheoming album from UNKLE, which has benefited from substantial press coverage up here." The summer's biggest-selling album has been the Beastle Boys' Hello Nasty. "We have had it racked very prominently along with back catalogue tagged between £12.99 and £7.99," says Bird. "It also benefited from exposure on our EMI Soundsite listening post and from the band's performance at T In s album 
IN-STORE THIS WEEK 1 

Jacoby, Pharo Ralph Vaughan Blues, Hi Mas 
tSÊEi 
Ver Nut 2, Hin Shine 10, Es; 

month 

Single - Storm; Windows - Too Glamorous, sine|e " The Corrs: M"1"™5 - Three ^ And Th® T™rlp' ^or"; ln-fore " ^ CJ?S f0r|?°' two CDs for £22: In-store and Press ads - BtJlilVlV Ténors. Hinda Hicks, Essential Summer Uncovered 2, Ultimate Country, Press ads Shine 10, Too Glamorous, Supernaturals, Esthero, Collection, Lady And The Tramp, X-Files soundtrack; In-store Ultimate Country, Janis Joplm, Puressence Joshua Bell, Janis Joplin, Mansun, Ingrid - Morcheeba, A Tribe Called Quest, Kavana, Embrace, Foo ^ h h u w h ih Sanders, English String Music, Puressence, Fighters, Jocelyn Brown; Press ads - Storm, D-Influence, Paul TniUtïT Slngles " wiorc'1®eba' l\avana. Windows i Williams, Godzilla. Philadelphia, Mojo Workin' Van Dyk, The Aloof, Moby, Wiseguys, Steps IUUIlTi Saturday Night Fever, Commumty Gospel 'ers sériés «HK-WB-WB Choir, Three Ténors, WEA sale; In-store -  ^ In-store - Solid Harmonie. The Corrs, Beastie Boys, Virgin Classics, WEA sale; Press ads - Virgin 
a Singles - Aida, Jocelyn Brown, Kavana, ■■■ ■ .y.. Wicked, Korn, Sinead Lohan, sale with Best Of, Community Gospel Choir, Mercury Music Prize \ Embrace, The Corrs: Albums - Three BUliSSâaJ three CDs for £12, Club Class ^ Ténors, World Moods, Janice Joplin, Off Singles - Morcheeba, Kavana, The da Hicks, Fantastic Dance, Ultimate Country, In-store - Mono; Selecta listening posts - - - Corrs, Foo Fighters; Windows - ential Summer Collection; Video - The Lady "*■ Mono, Lhooq, Larry Heard, Supercharger festivals promotion with two CDs for £20, recommended i Mojo and select ranges: In-store - Shine 10, Essential Single - Kavana: Albums - Essential Summer Collection, Puressence, Three Ténors, Brian May: In-store - Swan Princess with free puffin, two InvU/W Summer Collection, Ultimate Country, Press ads - Morcheeba, Kavana, The Corrs children's videos for £10, CatsDon't Dance. World Moods, Shine 10; In-store - two Laurel and Hardy ' Three Ténors, July music sale, The Lady And videos for £12, two EMI Gold CDs for £10, Star Trek, Das W H SMITH Singles - Aida, The Corrs; Windows - The Tramp, comedy video promotion Boot, Winnie The Pooh, The Corrs Janice Joplin; In-store - Fantastic Dance; Listening posts - World Moods, The Avengers, Sinead Lohan. Saturday Night jri Windows - Alexia, Des'ree, Emma Kirkby, fil 11 JaUftfs] Singles - Embrace, Aida, The Corrs, Fever Flûte Dreams; In-store - Carlton and BBC Morcheeba, Kavana; Albums - or two for £10, Nocturne, Nimbus-label of the theaudience, Sinead Lohan, Puressence; Windows - W00LW0RTHS Singles - The Corrs, Jocelyn Brown; Essential Summer Collection, Three Ténors, Hinda Hicks, The Album - Hinda Hicks; In-store - Three Ténors, Aida 

BEHIND THE 
COUNTER 

JÊ 

ON THE ROAD 

PAUL MERITT, manager, Onyx Music, Bath ZOE LATHBURY, Pinnacle rep for the East Midlands 
"Ê% nyx Musict00k overfrom Rival Records performance of Ringo Starr's new EMI album Il after the company went bust just over Vertical Man. Although it features some " a year ago. 1 was one of the original famous names and he recently performed on sales team and was pleased to be offered a the National Lottery, it only entered the chart job after the takeover. Bath is a great place last week at 85. to be and the store is now a lot more chart- However, the release of Korn's new album orientated and promotionally led. Follow The Leader on Epie should liven things There have been quite a few big singles up next week and due to popular demand this week. People were asking for Stardust's we've ordered a lot of the limited édition Music Sounds Better With You at least a double CD. month prior to release and its sales have so We're currently running a oampalgn far been up to scratch, Cleopatra's 1 Want featuring current albums from Madonna, Ail You Back has been selling really well to ail Saints, Lutricia McNeal, Llghthouse Family the kids on holiday and it is good to see and Garbage at £9.99. Garbage's Version sales of Savage Garden's single To The 2.0 is currently our best-selling album. Moon And Back giving the album a new lease While HMV has a much better site here ifj, oflife. Bath, people still corne to us because we While this time last year we had the Oasis have got the message across that we are album which sold 250 unlts in its first week, much cheaper on chart CDs. We also have this summer's chart albums have been an appealing range of merchandise and, comparatively slow. rather surprisingly, we're already doing great We were quite surprised by the dismal business with 1999 calendars." 

"■ n my year and a half with Pinnacle 1 have Morcheeba's Big Calm album has just ■ found this job totally enjoyable. There are enjoyed its 15th week in the Top 40 and has ■ some great indie shops in my area like been a brilliant success. There is a new Rock A Boom in Leicester, Left Legged single out next week. Part Of The Process, Pineapple in Loughborough and Spinadisc in which will keep the album up to speed. Coventry. The région is quite compact so Rialto's album is another one which just everyone gets the attention they need. keeps shifting the units. There's a lot happening on the singles It has been a good summer for our dance front at the moment. We've still got Agnelli & labels such as Outcaste, Jazz Fudge, Tommy Nelson and Solld Harmonie in the chart and Boy, Rawkus, Asphodel and Partisan, this week there has been no holding back Outcaste's compilation is selling very well Babybird's If You'll Be Mine. Ifs poppy and this week and reflects the fact that the Asian light - m a similar vem to their hit You're dance scene is now seriously taking off. l'm Gorgeous - and we're hoping for at least a currently selling in a drum & bass top 15 chart entry. Prospects are looking hot compilation, New Perspective, from Partisan for the new album There's Something Goîng and it should be another winner. Gn which is out on August 24. with two number one singles from Run Another single going well in this particular DMC and The Tamperer, 1998 has been an area is Joe s No One Else Cornes Close, on excellent vear and we'll he rrainrlinff it off in 
h^h R&hB iS Str0ne UP here and alth0UÊh the autumn with stronÊ Product the 
m hf. ni ""t 3 "e he Stil1 SeemS likes of StePs' R Kel|y' A T"b* Called Quest to have plenty of fans. and The Levellers." 
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EDTED BV CHAS DE Whallev - I M P 0 R T / E X P 0 R T & DISTRIBUTION 

TAPPINGINTO IHEIAIIN BEAI 
and Asia struggles with its économie crisis, attention is turning to Latin America, vi 
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by ALAN JONES 

SINGLE FACTFIIE 
The least convincing sight of the week was Andrew Lloyd Webber's much- publicised appearance with Boyzone on Top Of The Pops. His Lordship had the grâce to look a little embarrassed about it ail - and so he should, since he was perched behînd a piano, which he was ostensibly playing, even though there is clearly no piano used on No Matter What. Boyzone's fourth number one is thethirdfo 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES. TOP C0RP0RATE GROUPS 

aformentioned Lloyd Webber and Jim Steinman. Lloyd Webber's previous number ones are Don't Cry For Me Argentina (Julie Covington, 1977) and Any Dream Will Do (Jason Oonovan, 1991) both written with Tim Rice, while Steinman penned Total Eclipse Of The Heart (Bonnie Tyler, 1983) and l'd Do Anything For Love (But I Won't Do That) (Meat Loaf, 1993), both solo compositions. 

2 hit in Germany in January, and has since reached the top five in France, Norway, Italy, Spain, Sweden and Austria. The Air That I Breathe was originally a forthe Hollies in 1974, an< the second song written by Seventies songsmith Albert Hammond to reach the T 10 this year, following When I t'--J H Will Mellor in February. Tv songwriters have the distinction of landing two new hits on the chart this week. Missy Elliott charts at 25 with her own Hit 'Em Wit Da Hee and at 22 with ne 
rap. Meanwhile, Di of both Xscape's 1 and Julce's ITI Corne Runnin', and 48 respectively. W Jve is at number 32 on for LeAnn Rime 

SALES UPDATE 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 SINGLES CEUNEDION 

- 

l_J r^J Cj F1 F< EE EE & ir-N«<=:i_L-JOII^J<3 Ft-E-r-UXES B.Y 
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her) EMI (Hayes/Jones) EA172CD1/WHA172C (W) 
2 EWIYSTERIOUS TIMES Muitipiy cdmultywcamulty m iw) 

c RRmTHE AIR THAÏ IBREATHE O Simplv Red IAGMI Rondor IHammond/Hazelw 
** Sweetbox (GEO) EMI (JS Bach/Harris/SchmidtfRosan) 

8 3 , VIVA FOREVER ★ V.rgm VSCDT 1692/VSC 1692 (E) PolyGram ISpice Girls/Stannard/Rowe) -/■ 
9 5 9 GHETTO SUPASTAR THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE • terScdp8iN0 9559ïiNC»s93|BMG| Prss MichelfODB/MYA IVarious) EMl/BMG/Var. iM:chel/JearVJoncs.'GrcitvGibb,/Gibh,'Bro>viVByrd.1cnhon) -/INT 95533 

10' 3 COME WITH ME Epie 6662842/6662844(SM) Puff Daddy featurinq Jimmy Page (Combs) WC/EMI/CC (Page/Plant/BonhanVCombs/Curry) -/- 
11 = 3 LOST IN SPACE A polio Four Forty (Apollo 440) Warner-Chappeli l' Williams) EPicSSX9CD/SSX9C(SM

/! 
12 9 5 LIFE IS A FLOWER O Ace Of Base (Adebratt/Ekman/Joker) PolyGram i London ACECD 7/ACEMC 7 (F) IBerggren) -/■ 
13'° 6FREAKMEO 1 Northw leslside 74321582362/74321582364 (BMG) Ml/Wamer-Chappell (Murray/Sweat) -/■ 
14" 8 SAVE TONIGHT O Polydor 5695952/5695944 |F) ler-Chappell (Cherry) -/-<St 
15 4 , PURE MORNING Placebo IVInalll Famous/BMG (Placebo) Hut/Virgin FL00RCD 6/FL00RC 6 (E) 
161 12THE BOY IS MINE • Atij 3nïc 

17 8 2 NEEDIN' U Manifeste FESCD 46/FESMC 46 (F) 
18 12 4 JUST THETWO OF US Wlll Smith ISaucel BMG/Chelsea (Smith/Withen Columbia 6662092/6662094 (SM) 
19- ,2 C'EST LA VIE ★ Glow Worm/Epic 6660532/6660534 (SM) IMG jB'witched/Hedges/AckermarvBtannigan) -/- 
20 - 31 CANT HELP MYSELF Lucid (Lucid) Sony ATV IHadreld/Ryan-Canerl Delirious/ffrr FCD 339/FCS 339 (F) -/FX339 
21 - 5 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamironuai (Kav) EMI (Kay/Smith) Sony S2 6662182/6662184 (SM) 
22 1 sMAKE IT HOT ■■4 Nicole featurinq Miser 'Misdemeanor' Bliotl/Mocha (Tin East West E 3821CD/E 3821C (W) ibalandlMass Confusion (Blion) -/E3821T 
23 1 mGOT THE LIFE Kom (Thompson/Wright/Kom) Warner-Chappe Epie 6663912/-(SM) m) -/D6639I6 
24 - , BECAUSE WE WANT TO O e/Marr) ,nn0CentS,NGD2/SINC 2 ^ 
25 i ̂HIT'EM WIT DAHEE •"Missy ■Misdemeanor'E East West E3824CD1/-{W) C/EMI (Elliott/Moslev/Jones) ■/E3824 T 
26 22 4 TEARDROPS Fresh FRSHD 65/-(3MV/P) 
21» ioGOT THE FEELIN' O CA 74321584892/74321584894/-/- (BMG) c/Sony ATV (Stannard/Gallagher/Five) 
28 i smlF YOU'LL BEMINE *** Babvbird (Jonesl Chtysalis (Jones) Echo ECSCX 65/ECSMC 65 (P) 
2924 ,2HORNY« Iniissc T/RennaHs):P^ ^82671^^®ffi71î 
30- LIFE Sony S2 6659302/6653304 (SM| nes'rep (Sampsnn/Oes'ree) Sonv ATV (Oes'rco/Sampson) ■/■ 
31 4 jI WANNA BEYOUR LADY Island CID 709/CIS 709 (F) Dluwa/Escoffery) _ -/- 
32» 25HOW DO 1 LIVE ★ Curb/ LeAnn Rimes (W Rimes) EMI (Wanenl Fhe Hit Label CUBCX 3Q/CUBZ 30 (RMG/F) 
33 i saGUARDIANS OFTHE LAND ■*** George Bowyer (Lantieri) Boys (McLintock/Bov Boys BYSCD 01/BYSMC 01 (BMG) 
34 1 ̂THIS BOY ■"■-liistin (Shaw/Camobell) Northern (Lennon/McC Virgin STCDT l/STTC 1 (E) 
35 seatic/Wamer-Chappell (Hooligan) 
36 ' 

F00 FIGHIERS 
WAIK1NG AFTER YOU OUT NOW ON T. CD, CASSETTE. E4100/C0/C taKeN e R om T H f 1 - FI : L M „  
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Artist (Producï Label CD/Cass (Distributor; 
OO rrrriCOIVIE INTO MY LIFE OQ Ga|a iMoieiia/jay) EMI (Gola/Molalla/Jav) Big Life BLRO 147/BLRC147 (VJ 
qQ fjwrnBOUNCEWITH THE MASSIVE Logic74321602102^4321602104fbmg) OZJ Tzant (Whito) RoiyGram/Sony ATV (White/Atteen/Clarkc) £ k WAV! 
41 ESSJM 

I , I I Int r'n r f B3;Kn:qhb'PI o.n'hor  

42 " 2 LOVE UNLIMITED Chiysafe CDCHS 5096/TCCHS 6036 |E) 
festEW181C01/EWI81C(WI ** Kcnickie IBushby/Goftonl Ml EMIC0EMS52W-IH 

45 - /IC rHj]THE ARMSOFTHE ONE WHO LOVES YOU Cd* tO '-UaH Xscaps IRochel EMI IWarranl  
47 - sto FESCD 44/FESMC 44 (R 
48 Ml, l'LL COME RUNNIN' Chrysalis COCHS 5090/rCCHS 5090 (El 
49 ^ 
50 2 (Baby Sean| Ensign/BMG (Kersey/Green) lirious DELICD 10/DELIMC 10 (P) 

2IWANNA LOVE YOU 
RI J I iuail Roiiing stones (Was^ie 61  co 3, 5 YOU'RE THE ONE THATI WANT J £• John Travolta & Olivia Newton-John (Farrar) Famous/BI 

Virgin VSCDT r/Richards) V Polydor 0441332/5673144 |F) 
53 Esall 
54 3 5 CAFE DEL MAR '98 ooj Choons HOOJ 64CD/- (V) 

j 5537 

56 ^DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY • MCA Naslwile MCSTO 48081/MCSC 48081IBMG1 
57 Ml* Muitipiy CDMULTY 38/CAMULTY 38 (W) 
58 - no CDFERN 8/MCFERN 8 (3MV/SM) 
59 5 MAS QUE NADA 

g2 38 « STRANGE GLUE 
63 Œliu 
64 Eai^k

A
La

p
c°pcfau g 05 10yiNDALop « 

û.6 260/CAWAG 260 (P) 

66 - 
67 
68 1 ■ (H0W D0ES IT FEEL T0 BE) ON TOP 0F THE WORLD tadonin m-U.J LONCD 4H/IQNCS 414/-/-® 
69 ^ Jive 0521452/0521454 (PI 

;to FESCD 47/FESMC 47 (FI 72 
Mr Vegas (Brownie/Juvenile) Dubplate/Greenslee 

S 7356 

mDEVIL IN YOUR SHOES (WALKING ALL OVER) Polydor5672072/-(FI 6BOYS OFSUMMER rrro «m 
ÎO Of mot 

ViaUUINN^ 
24TH AUGUST • W0453CD1A/V01' ' D W045 
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AIRPLAY FACISHEET 
• No Matter What becomes Boyzone's latest airplay chart champ this week, reaching pôle position on its eighth week in the Top 50. The track, from the new Andrew Lloyd Webber/Jim Steinman musical Whistle Down The Wind, was originaily not earmarked as a single, and was only scheduled after Capital Radio started playing the song. 

It made slow progress before being fully serviced, which explains its unusually hésitant 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP C0RP0RATE CROUPS 

number one, its progress was: 52-50-47-22-18-7-6-5-1 • The Lighthouse Family and Apollo 440 hits Lost In Space - related only in title - are side- by-side on the chart this week at 31 and 30 respectively. 

Iago, Boyzone's No Matter What replaces the Splce Glrls' Viva Forever at the top of the airplay chart. However, the margin of its victory is very small and any one of the top four records this week - Eagle-Eye Cherry's Save Tonight and Ace Of Base's Life Is A Hower are the other two - could equally easily have emerged triumphant. Radio Two used to play only a small part in determining the airplay chart champion but since tightening its playlist a few weeks 

was the case this week - its most played record was Life is A Rower (21 plays) followed by No Matter What (20), Xscape's The Arms Of The One Who Loves You (19) and Viva Forever (18). Stripping Radio Two out of the airplay chart, Save Tonight - played only three times by the station last week - would be the number one airplay hit, with 10m more audience impressions than 

Simultaneously exploding ail over Europe - it became the highest new entry yet to MW sister magazine fono's Euro Hit 100 airplay chart last week, debuting at 33 - Music Sounds Setter With Vou is the only new entry to the Top 10 of the UK airplay chart this week, moving 22-10, as c  Radio One in < ILR chart i tg 71-24. Cieopatra's third top five sales i You Back is another new single whi 

and its 64-26 move makes it the highest new entry in the Top 50. it might be higher but for the widely-voiced réservation that the group's 
n 5 original. It's , but the template e remoulded at least a iittle. s newly serviced to radio last week, the one which makes the biggest 

introductory single from Alisha's Attic's upcoming second album, Illumina. It débuts "" "h 112 monitored plays. 

shouid be 

VIRGIN NORTH WEST 
1 SAVE TONIGHT Eaglo Evn Cfterry (Polydcl 45 2 IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILORfN WILL BE NEXT Une Ssmi Pintisra itwi 44 3 DEEPER UNDERGROUND J^roquai (Sony S2) 43 4 MILLENIUM Robbie WaDims (ChryMlij) 41 5 THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE simpiy Red (Eest Wesi) 38 6 COME BACK TO WHAT YOU KNOW Embroce (Hutj 37 

=7 1WASNT BUILT TO GET UP The SmmM (FoodEMi) 30 =7 WISHING 1 WAS THERE N.talia Imbruglia (RCA) 30 10 i THINK i'M PARANOID Garbage IMuihroom) 29 

*1 TSAVE TONIGHT Eagle Eve Cherry Polydor 
3 VIVA FOREVER SpiceGirls Virgin 
5 TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garder. Coîumbia 6 LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Raroirei Manilesto/Morcury 7 MILLENIUM Robbie Williams Chrysabs 8 EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox ru 9 JUST THE TWO OF US W.D Smrth Columbia 

î TOTHE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden (Columbia) 39 =2 MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! Feat nna Cousins IMoltiplyJ 31 
=4 GHETTO SUPASTAR {THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Fns Hs or omy Eicira & Mfj iisKKocei 30 =4 NO MATTER WHAT Bowone (fleally UsefuVPolydor) 30 7 EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox ircaj 27 =8 TEARDROPS lovestation (Fresh) 26 =8 JUST THE TWO OF US wwSmith (Cotumbiei 26 =10 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jam roouai (Sony S2) 25 =10 MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust (Vcgin) 25 

RADIO ONE hh ILR 

I I WANT YOU BACK Cleopatrs IWEAI SAVE TONIGHT Eagle Eve Cherrv IPelydorl MYSTER10US TIMES Sash! Fcat. Tina Cousins |Mulripl*l MILLENIUM RobbieWilliams(Chrysalisl NO MATTER WHAT Eoyione (Realty Useful/Polydorl DEEPER UNDERGROUND JamiroquailSony S2I VIVA FOREVER SpicaGids (Virgin) I GANT HELP MYSELF Lucd (Ooiirious/iirti NEEOIN' YOU David Morales Presonls The Paca (Azeli/Mercury) COME WITH ME Puif DaddyFeaturing JimmyPagelEpicI LOST IN SPACE (THEME) Apollo Four FortylStealthSonic/Epic) JUST THE TWO OF US Wili Sm,th (Columbial LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace 01 Basa IWANNA BE YOUR LAOY HindaHie) I BOOTIE CALL Ail Saints (London) T0THEM00N AND BACK Savage G IF YOUXL BE MINE Babybird lEchol 
HORNY Moussa TV SPECIAL KIND OF SOMETHING Kavane (V.rginl I GOD IS A DJ Faiîhloss IChoeEy} I EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweeibo* IRCAI I C'EST LA VIE B'mtthed (Epie) I THE BOY IS MINE Brandy S Monrca lAUamici > GENERATION SEX The Divine Comedy ISeunîal I OEVILIN YOUR SHOES ShedSavonIPolydorl 

VIVA FOREVER SpiceGirls (Virgin) LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace Of Base (Mega/Londi SAVE TONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry IPolydorl LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Rarr NO MATTER WHAT BoysoneIR LIFE Oos-reo (Dus JUST THE TWO OF USWil TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Gai MILLENIUM Robbie Williams (Chrysalis) 
'ras Féal Of Diny Basiard & Mya llnlerscopal 

MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! Faat Tma Cousins (Muluply) WHAT CAN I DO The Corrs(ima.a/Atlanlic) EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Swoetbox (RCA) IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT Manie i LOST IN SPACE Lighihouse Family (Wild Catd/Polydotl I THE AIR THAT I BREATHE Simply Red (Easl West) DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai (Sony SE) CRUSH Jennil.r Purge lEdell C'EST LA VIE B-witched|Epiol I MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust(Virgin) COME WITH ME Pull Daddy Featuriog Jiram, Page (Epie) HOW DO I LIVE Leann Rimes (Curb/HiVlondonl DREAMS Tho Cors (143/Lova/Atlantic) I YOU'RE STILL THE ONE Shania Twain (Mercury) TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Garden (Columbial I TEARDROPS Lovastation (Fresh) 
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1 
* music control _ 1 ®is UK Total Plays % + or- audience ^ *+r 

1 .. e , NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone Really Useful/Polydor 1636 +15 68.03 +20 
2 111 a VIVA FOREVER Spice Girls Virgin 1840 l_T0j 66.10 -18 3 i r M u SAVETONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry Polydor 1826 65.24 n/c 4 r < s 12 LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace Of Base Mega/London 1754  +i_: 65.04 +4 5 a 3 13 .1 LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Ramirez Manifesto/Mercury 1764  +i_ 55.24 -17 6 a n 3 0 MILLENIUM Robbie Williams Chrysalis 1166 +81 50.78 +23 7 10 ib « 0 IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILLBH NEXT Manie Street Preachers Epie 910 +28 47.56 +24 8 e > m s GHEHOSUPASTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pras Feat 01' Dirty Bastard & Mya Interscope 1202   46.96 +1 9 18 6 18 JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith Columbia 1365 ■4 40.77  -2_ 10 22 33 3 i MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust Virgin 807 +74 " 40.53 +42 11 n 28 3 s MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! Feat, Tina Cousins Multiply 1008 +36 39.43 +26 â. 12 il zi s 6 THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE Simply Red East West 832 +45 38.85 +28 13 23 29 s 0 WHAT CAN IDO The Corrs IM/Lava/Atlantic 880 +24 37.95 +36 14 9 2 8 21 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai Sony S2 863 -11 35.88 -14 15 18 23 s 3 TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden Columbia 1255  +5_ 34.03 16 n a 3 2 EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox RCA 925 +11 33.94 +15 17 11 i8 12 16 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica Atlantic 1186 -14 32.44 -15 18 12 20 6 iG COMEWITHME Puff Daddy Faaturing Jimmy Page Epie 599 n/c 30.13  -J_ 19 13 9 » 30 LIFE Des'ree Dusted Sound/Sony S2 1337 ■4 29.48 

20 12 62 2 0 SOMETIMES Tin Tin Out With Shelley Nelson VC Recordings 476 +11 29.07 
21 21 11 u 29 HORNY Mousse TVsHot 'n'Juicy AM:PM/A&M 947 -12 26.07  ïo" 
22 26 17 2 13 EREAK ME Another Level Northwestside 1061  +7_ 24.34 23 38 31 13 18 C'EST LA VIE B*witched Epie "5  -±_ 23.95  HIGHEST CLIMBER  

A 24 « 85 2 IS PUREMORNING Hut 248 4-61 22.74 +58 
, 25 33 37 3 0 FINALLY FOUND Honeyz Ist Avenue/Mercury 465  +7_ 2Z42 +13 

A 26 6i M 1 1 1 WANT YOU BACK Cleopatra WEA 454 +52 22.15 +124 
27 21 « 3 20 1CANT HELP MYSELF Lucid Delirious/tfrr 400 -10 21.19 -24 
28 10 13 11 0 STRANDED Lutricia McNeal Wildstar 952 -17 20.02 -43 
29 28 57 2 0 CRUSH Jennifer Paige Edel 656 +24 19-82 -17 
30 32 53 2 .1 LOST IN SPACE (THEME) Apollo Four Forty Stealth Sonic/Epic 328  ±_ 19.14  ±_ 
31 25 I> 12 11 LOST IN SPACE Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 808 -27 18.39 -38 
32 33 .1 3 ai 1WANNA BE YOUR UDY Hinda Hicks Island 402 +42 18.05 +24 
33 27 26 7 36 IMMORTALITY Celine Dion With The Bee Gees Epie 415 •67 17.90 -30 

A 34 70 7. 1 17 NEEDIN'YOU  MOST ADDED  David Morales Présents The Face Azuli/Mercury 342 +93 16.73 +85 
35 31 38 . 16 THE ARMSOF THE ONE WHO LOVES YOU Xscape Se Se Def/Columbia 178  n 16.01 +2 
36 .2 .3 3 26 TEARDROPS Lovestation Fresh 532  +3_ 15.83 +8 

A 37 77 233 1 0 BOOTIECALL AH Saints London 340  ijj3 15.49 

A 38 
 BIGGEST INCREASE IN PLAYS -  BIGGEST INCREASE IN AUDIENCE 252 636 1 0 THE INCIDENTALS Alisha's Attic Mercury 112 +460 15.48 +607 

L 39 55 53 1 0 REAL GOOD TIME Aida Wildstar 382 +33 14.91 +21 
40 ,<, 2 0 MYWEAKNESSISNONEOF YOUR BUSINESS Embrace Hut 145 +24 14.84 +12 

A 41 47 36 3 28 IFYOUUBEM1NE Babybird Echo 371  +8. 14.65  +6_ 
42 10 38 39 » BinER SWEET SYMPHONY The Verve Hut 431  IL I464   
43 3, 6 0 1 WASNT BU1LT TO GET UP The Supernaturals Food/EMl 435 -30 13.58 -57 

A 44' ,JOI 0 WHY DONT WE TRY AGAIN Brian May Parlophone  23 +109 13.56 +56 i 
45 sa sa 9 27 GOTTHEFEELIN' 5 RCA 416  ± 13.41 +1! 
46~ 35 35 .s a RAY OF L1GHT Madonna Mavenck/Warner Bros. 370  +5_ 13.24   
47" 51 16 0 DREAMS The Corrs M3/Lava/Atlantic 536 -20 12.82 n/c 
ap ™ s 0 1THINK l'M PARANOID Garbage Mushroom 276  -sçl 12.75 •45 

7~^r 56 33 « 0 TORN Natalie Imbruglia RCA 399  -36 12.55  +2_ 
m 101 1 o GODISADJ Faithless ^ ^ Cheeky 131 +47 12.40 +109 

STATION 
A-Z 

TOP 10 GROWEBS 
MILLENIUM Robbie Williams IChrysalisI MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Slardust (Wrginl MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sashl Feat. Tina Cousins (MuISply) THE AIR THATI BREATHE Simply Red (East Westl NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone (Really Usaful/Polydorl IF YOU TOLERATE TH1S YOUR CHILDREN VYILl RE NEXT Manie Slieel Preaclii BOOTIECALL Ail Saints (London) WHAT CANI DO Tha Corrs (143/Uya/Atlanticl NEEDIN' YOU David Morales Présents The Face (Aruli/Morcu MY FAVORITE MISTAKE Sheryl Crow IA&MI 

ma 
NEEDIN' YOU David Morales Présents The Fac lAzul'VMl BOOTIE CALL Ail Saints (London) SEARCHING FOR A SOUL Conner Reeves (Wildstarl IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHIL Manie Street Preach CRUSH Janniter Paige (Edel) THE 1NC1DENTALS Alisha's Attic (Metcuryl SEX ON THE BEACH T-spoon (Control/Edel) ONE FOR SORROW Steps (Jive) MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust (Virgin) I WANT YOU BACK Cleopatra (WEA) 
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to cancel 

camival stage 

Kiss 100 has been forced to cancel ils stage at this year's Notting Hill Carnival only weeks before the event. For the past six years the station has occupied the Horniman's Pleasance site to 
Carnival route. The appearance of artists such as Jamiroquai, Soul II Soul, Boyz 11 Men, Busta Rhymes, Finley Quaye and Wyclef Jean helped establish the Kiss stage as one of the most popular areas at Carnival. However, last year the Horniman's Pleasance site began to be redeveloped, It was delays by the local council, Kensington & Chelsea, in deciding whether the area would be available for use during Carnival which apparently forced Kiss 100 to cancel ils plans. Neil Russell, KissIOO's marketing manager says, "With less than four weéks until the event it is impossible for us to get the calibre of artists that the Kiss 100 stage demands.The council has denied the Carnival and tens of thousands of people who 

Russell feels that Kiss helped pioneer the area 
providing important overspill for the Carnival and providing another dimension to the event. "We put years of hard work into that site and it is with a real mixture of anger, frustration and regret that we've had to 

broadcasting live from the Carnival and ironically has chosen this yearto give its most comprehensive 
Another regular fixture missing from this year's Carnival will be Tim Westwood's Radio One Rap Stage, which was situated under the Westway flyover at Portobello Green. Although popular, the site experienced severe crowd control problems last year. Radio One did try to move the stage to nearby St Mark's Park but this proved impractical. "We deeply regret that we had to pull out of this year's Carnival," says a Radio One spokesperson. "It is very important for Radio One to have that exposure in London. Sadly we'd outgrown our old site and could not find a suitable alternative."   

22 AUGUST 1998 

He might not be giving UNKLE or Massive flttack a run for their money in the credibility slakes but Sash! is proving not to be a flash m the pan. Last week Switzerland's biggest musical export shot straight into the charts at number two with his new single 'Mysterious Times' with a similar réception looking likeiy for his second album 'Life Goes On'. Sash has now sold more than 8m singles and 3m albums Worldwide and, unlike Robert Mlles who enjoyed similar initial success, looks set to extend his popularity to a second album. "Sash! has managed to keep a proper balance between club and commerciality," says Moose, A&R manager at Sashl's label Multiply. "Unlike a lot of DJ-based producers he's not scared to go for commerciality. He stlll has crédible mixes but he's had the balls to go commercial. Also, I think he's constantly reinvented hlmself with tl featured artists he's used on his records." The current single 'Mysterious  es singer Tina Cousins, while the new album fealures contributions from n, Dr Alban and Inka. Sashl's 'Life Goes On' is released on Seplember 7. 

inside: 
[2] SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE: CLARE GAGE reueals what caught her attention this week 
[3] RADIO: the Top 40 Dance Airplay countdown; PETE TONG's playlist 
[4-7] ROT VINYL: ail the lunes of the week, the latest reviews and DJ Tips 

buzz URBAN: 'HORSE S CARRIAGE" Cam'ron leat. Mase (Unlertalnmeni) p6 chart POP: WORK IT UP' Sleazc Slslers (Logic) p6 number CLUB: ' STRONG IN LOVE'Chicane leat. Mason (Xtravagaraa) p7 ©nés IcOOLCUTS: ■OROWNEDWORLD(SUBSIITUTEFOR LOVEI'Ha 
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sis stereomcs 
te relaunch 
their label 

Ttiey mlght not hâve had a new album out since 1992 butthe Stereo MCs are relaunching their owu label. Formerly called Natural Response, it emerged in 1995 originally through BMG with artists such as Leena Conquest, Spectre, NT and Blackenized. Leaving BMG by mutual agreement last year, the newly- ..iristened Response label will be run as an independent, and is being managed byThe Stereo MCs' manager Keith Cooper. "Ail the creative décisions about who we sign and hat gets put out will be made by the band," he says. Although the label didn't enjoy any hits while at BMG, the bel was widely respected for the quality of its releases, particularly Leena Conquest's séminal 'Boundaries' single ' dub-based album by Manasseh offshoot Spectre. The was also the first to attempt to sign Finley Quaye, I out to Polydor and then Epie. Quaye, however, was „ d to the Stereo MCs' publishing company which is run through EMI Publishing. Response has managed to re-sign many of the acts it had signed previously, with the label's first release being an EP from Blackenized which is out on September 21. Another longstanding act, NT, bave meanwhile been signed Response to Epie, although this will be an exception. "The label will be a properentity. l'm not looking ' it as a production Company that just flnds things and i/es them away to majors," says Cooper. Musically the label will continue to be diverse. "We're not ting to be a bip hop label or a soul label - we're trying to i a label with interesting things on it," says Cooper. Among Response's first releases will be an EP of classic UK hip hop which will be followed by other EPs making available important but hard-to-get music. The Stereo MCs have been active themselves recently th a track on the Avengers soundtrack and remixes for acts such as Pressure Drop and Madonna. However, there   album. "They're in the studio working and working on it, It's going to corne out but we haven'l got a firm date," says Cooper. 

[7 DAYS IN DANCË] 

( clare gage" 

V 

"Wednesday; took JOSÉ NUNEZ and OCTAHVIA who were over from the States to the PHUTURE TRAX office to do some interviews around their single Tn My Life'. Had dinnerwith ANNAand JUDYfrom STRtCTLY riHVTHH Thursday: had aweekly '' at the Ministry to „ discuss singles projectsand fortheoming albums. Then I headed down to MATRIX STUDIOS to visit RICKY MOBRISON and FRAN SIDOLI, who are working on some new material for the label. Friday: off to iSIZAto shoot a video for CEVIN FlSHER's 'The Freaks Corne Out' on Sound Of Ministry. Just about caught the plane. Then straight to PACHA for the Ministry night. THE BASEMENT BOYS and JAZZY M rocked it. 1 eventually checked into my hôtel at 7am. Saturday: had an early start and long day with the film crew, though I did still manage to sneak off for an hour to the . ' v. Spent the evening on a ■ in . and then put on my dancing shoes for CftHWASH at ES PAHACis - serious fun. Sunday: took a well-deserved LIE-IM and spent the day chilling. Met up with the GARAGE CITY posse for their night at Es Paradis. P PPP : . P': PPPnPP'/and P - •;P,L' L.'iEwere on the decks and it was good to see the gang. Monday: back in the office and had a solid day of meetings. Rushed home to watch LAKESIDERS and chill on the sofa. Tuesday: meeting with SIZE 9 to work out a radio plot for Cevin Fisher and José Nufiez's singles. Finally had dinner with ERiCiî iV.PP'h.LP at my favourite Japanese restaurant MOBU." 
Trendy Hoxton Square in East London saw its biggest disruption since the démolition of the Blue Note when Straight No CAaser magazine celebrated its 10th anniversary by assembling friends and contribulors past and présent for a huge group photo. Started as a jazz magazine, Straight No C/raserquickly evolved to cover ail lorms of jazz-lnfluenced music such as rap, soul, reggae and drum & bass. Its anniversary has been marked by a relaunch and redesign as well as a swltch of distribulor from Time Out to MMC. The new issue features Talvin Singh on the cover and a tree CD ; 
fealuring Iracks from Island founder Chris Blackwell's new venture Palm Piclures. The magazine's current circulation o( around 30,000 belles its influence, especially abroad. "Worldwide the magazine reacbes the people that want it. We get the most amazing phone calls from ail four corners of the globe," says Paul Bradshaw, Straight No Chasei's founder, edilor and publisher. The magazine Is something of a talent schoot - Mo Wax's James Lavelle, Talkin' Loud's Gilles Peterson and Island's Ross Allen have ail been columnists. Bradshaw Is not tempting fate about whether the magazine will be around for another 10 years. "Who knows?" he says. "l'd like to retire. We'll keep going as long as we think there's a rôle for the magazine to play, which I think at the moment there is." 

release the 
groove. london 
20 Oenman Street, London W1V 7RJ, tel: 0171-734 7712, (ax: 0171-734 7713 Central London s Release The Groove has just been awarded the distinction ol being voted best shop in the first Underground Garage Awards. Formed three years ago by parfy organisera Release The Pressure and the now-delonct garage store Catch A Groove, Il shop has two lloors o( CDs and vinyl ranging Irom acid jazzy beats through 
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iPIECES] 
p Well done to the legendary TONY VEGAS who won the London heat of the Technics World DJ $ Championships last week al the Jazz Café. Vegas, ' who won the championship last year, will now compete in the UK heat at The Shepherds Bush 1 Empire on September 5... STEVE PITROK has now | taken over the rôle of club promotions at Universal | Music dealing wlth ail dance releases on Universal, 

MCA and Twisted, Laura Gâte Eastley will continue lo handle the hip hop and R&B releases. Both are taking thls opportunlty to update thelr mailing lists, Any DJ wanting to apply should contact Cookie on 0171 -535 3511 (or an application form... THE PROFILE AGENCY, who spécialisé repplng ail forms of dance music, have opened a new office in Stoke. Thls is in addition to the agency's offices in London (0171-394 0012) and Liverpool (0151 -709 1111 ). The new office will focus on collège and universily bookings and the number is 01782 868100... Thls month is the last 

chance for DJs to sign up to the FLYSTVLES 11 ' , Organised in Brighton by the Positive Sound System, there are sill places [ J left in the drum & bass and freestyle heats which m will take place in October wlth the final on I ! Halloween. More info is available on 01273 li 276354... BLACK MARKET is starting a monthly ; ! Friday night at the Hanover Grand on August 21. L i DJs include Kerri Chandler, Hippy Torales, Dave N Piccioni, and Kenny Hawkes... Flnally, apologies to ' j DJ RAP. The mix we mentioned in last week's ; 1 Radio One story was not broadcast in the UK. ■ ; 

■ 
stations without exception are celebrating this guarter's round of Rajars. Despite the grim summer and the draw of the World Cup, audience figures for the three Galaxy stations, Kiss 100, Choice Birmingham and Choice London are ail up, and as mentioned last week, Vibe FM's first Rajars register a 13% reach, 3% above its target. Choice Birmingham's reach shows a one percentage point gain, up to 8%, giving it a total of 161,000 adults over 15. Choice London hangs on to its 7% reach while polling an extra 3,000 listeners, Kiss 100 hangs on to its 8% reach, achieving an 0.8% rise in audience to 836,000. And it's excellent news for Chrysalis Radio's Galaxy network, which shows increases across the board. Galaxy 105 in Yorkshire holds onto its 13% reach, adding an extra 110,000 listeners to its total of 524,000 and gaining the most listening hours of any dance station, at 4.7m per 

[ week. In Manchester, Galaxy 102 has achieved is highest-ever reach of 11%, a 2% gain, iringing It up to 309,000 and increasing its I listening hours by 85%. And Galaxy 101 in Bristol has clocked up its sixth successive audience rise, achieving a huge 19% reach, up 2% wlth a weekly audience of 309,000. Chrysalis puts its success down in part to a high-tech market research technique pioneered during the last US presidential campaign to gauge emotional responses to music and speech. This revealed that Galaxy's audience favoured high-profile presenters, wlth Boy George and Allister Whitehead emerging on top. So Galaxy has kept its listeners happy by renewing George's contract and signing up Whitehead for his first radio show. As for the chart, this week's highest new entry is SWEETBOX's 'Everything's Gonna Be Alright', which has been caned by Vibe (incidentally Vibe's Rajars won't affect the chart until next week). 

pete 
tong' .playiist 

■STAROUST Stardust (Virgin/Roulé) • TEQUILA' Three Amigos Iwhite label) • 'MORE THAN THIS' l (white label) • 

REMIX)' Binary Finary (Pasitival • TALKIN WITH MY5ELF ICANNY 
1B RUB)' Deetah (ffa) • THE ENERGY-, JP- m Dawn tV2/Gee Street) • 'DAFT J 'HIGH (OUTA SPACE MIX)' Prophets Sound (Sunflower) FUNK (JB SMAUSTARS MIX)', . ' abel) • THE WHULA LMUKun onuuuj oc label) • 'CHANGES' DJ Spen présents Jasper Street Company (Bosement j RK REMIX)' Deep Dish (Deconstnjction) • 'BUENA VIDA' Inner City (white • 'FUNKY SHIT (MUIDER'S EXCLUSIVE MIXMAG MIX)' (The Prodigy (DMQ • 'DROWNED WORLD (SUBSTTTUIE FOR LOVE)' Madonna (Maverick) • "WORK Ml BODY (BEDWORK REMIX BY JOHN CARTER)' Monkey Mafia (Heavenlyl • 'SUMMERSAUU' Taste Expérience feat, Natasha Peari (Barracuda) • -VILA NOVA (ORINEY YASSANE1Y)' Orinoko 

SUPASTAR Pras leal, OOB h Mya Inlerscope 2 3 6 MUSIC SOURDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust Virgin 3 2 15 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica WEAInterr 12 LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Ramlrez Manifesto/Mercury 5 5 12 STRANDED Lutricia McReai 4 MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sashl leal. Tina Cousins Multiply 3 JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smilh 7 FREAK ME Anollter Level 9 12 15 HORNY Mousse T vs Hot'n'Juioy 2 NEEDIN'YOU David Morales présents The Fate Azuli/Mercuiy Freslt 19 12 IDE FimiRE OF UiE FUIURE (STAY GDLDj Deep Disli wilh EBTB Osorslndiai 6 19 FEELITTamperer feat. Maya F 31 7 I WANNA BE YOUR LADY Hinda Hiclrs 7 15 GUNMAN 187 Lockdown East West Dance 11 6 EVERYBODY DANCE (THE HORN SONO) BartaraTocker PosWEMI 13 6 I CANT HELP MYSELF Lucid Delirious/FIrr 18 22 5 TAKE CONTROL State 01 Mind Sound 01 Minis 19 20 2 SOFINEKinane Coalit 20 23 12 GO DEEP Janet Jackson Vit 21 38 3 ROCK WITH YOU D-lnlluence Et 153 - EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweethox RCA 15 5 DEEP MENACE (SPANK) O'Menace I 24Ea - BOOTIE CALL Ail Saints L 27 22 FOUND A CURE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M 16 3 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamlroqual SonyS2 21 35 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Ustier Laface 28133 - D00-W0P (THAT THING) Lauryn Hlll Rufthouse/Columbia 17 UNDER THE BRIDGE Ail Saints l 30 34 25 IT'S LIKE THAT Run DMC vs Jason Nevlns Smile ' LADY 32 39 59 FLL BE MISSIHG YOU Pull Daddy & Fallh Evans Bad Boy/Arista 33 32 45 MO MONEY MO PR0BIEMS Nolorious B.I.G. Bad Boy/Arista 34019 NEVER GONNA LET YOU GO Tina Mooro Dl 3SO 2 FIND A WAY A Trlbe Catted Quest 36 26 32 GETT1N* JIGGY WIT IT Will Smilti Co 37EH - GOTTGGETUPAIrikaBambaalaavsCatpeDIem Multiply 46 FREE Ultra Nate AM:Pl  22 SUNCHYME Datte G Elemal/WEA 40 24 9 NEW KIND OF MEDICINE Ultra Nate AM:Pf 
i (London & Birmingham). Vibe FM. 1EC1M4AN. tel; 0171-336 6996. 
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AXUS 'ABACUS (WHEN I FALL IN LQVE)' (INCREDIBLE) (HOUSE) ' interesting cover version of the Heyman & Young oldie where the lyrics are recited over a reworked club melody. (rom Colour System Inc, Skunl with two further mixes. The Col sounding very much like a clubs will favour the Baby Blue mix, repeat, cut-up vocal samples and a t 

collection of RIP and Baby Blue, plus a bonus , System Inc Classic Vocal is the radio Jles/Knuckles production, while the â strong kick, a head-nodding bass rJndoirg synth round-up towards the CF 

îjedibl funk, f iiîrSyï rlles/K 

SOCIAL SECURITY 'HEAVEN I NEED' (DIVERSE) (HOUSE) Already popular due to a limited number of white labels issued earher this year, the Ruff Driverz in one of thelr alter-egos get a full release through Diverse with two Johan S mixes. Both of Johan's Detox mixes have a funky house base, providing garage-themed alternatives to the driving original, which is a refined hard-house charger, mixing fierce beats with a rising synth loop that builds very well. Female vocals corne from a certain ex-Grace songstress, and stand out strongly in each mix. • • • • » CF 

BOB SINCLAR 'ULTIMATE FUNK' (YELLOW/EAST WEST) (HOUSE) 'Gym Tonic' may be the album eut that is getting ail the attention, but the next single from 'Paradise' is going to be 'Ultimate Funk'. It doesn't have the same instant novelty appeal, but it's still a fabulons slab of French funk with bits of Kraftwerk, Daft Punk, filtered disco and old school rapping flying around in the mix. Alex Gopher's reworking twists things still further to create a less ' ' e. • • • • AB 
YOUNG GUNS 'ENJOY' (POW!) (HOUSE) Pow! picks up an old Wham! sampling track and adds two new versions to the original. Rob Davis and Paul Gotel do the updates, inlroducing a bit of '98 refinement to the production while retaining the piano section that provides the main melody. The Wham! samples are still there (though more sparse in the dub), and the original and a radio mix complété the package. • • • • CF 
THE WISEGUYS 'START THE COMMOTION' (WALL OF SOUND) (BEATS) With its "Get up, get up.Jf you're serious and you got the notion, put the body in motion, man just do it and start the commotion" hollers, Hammond organ, Sixties surf-esque ritfs and "Baa baa baa" vocals, this is almost a reworking of 'Ooh La La' and with its summery Beck feel, deserves to chart much higher than 'Ooh La La"s unjust number 55 placing. Bonus track 'Fatal Famé' showeases Sense Live and Touché's rap roots. 
VARIOUS 'FREEZONE 5 EP' (SSR) (ALTERNATIVE) This DJ Morpheus-compiled four-track album sampler works wonders. Rae & Christian weigh in with a smooth production layered with vocal snatches and funky keyboard tlutters. Elsewhere, Certificate 18's Klute & Hy-Ryze work their drum & bass flavours with mélodie finesse. Also check Phosphorus for a well-deserved analogue injection on 'Saturated'. 

TALVIN SINGH 

^ , SJfc... CO 

n ROZ WHITE 'A LITTLE MORE LOVE? (SLIP'N'SLIDE) (GARAGE) White follows her 1996 début 'Bad For Me' with another quality release produced by Gusto in a traditional New Jersey vei|i,|with guitar licks, tinkling piano and a moving bassline. Newcomers Solid Groorfe provide a vocal mix which retains the soul but with the depth of Deep Dish, while the dub takes you deeper still. Also look out for a limited release of the RIP/flO Below mixes where the boys deliver some polished mixes with more bouncejtp the ounce! A hol package with something for everyone. • • • • JN 
JHELISA 'FRIENDLY PRESSURE (SUNSHIP MIXES)' (DORADO) (GARAGE) It's best not to think of this as a remix of Jhelisa's finest moment, as it does the song no favours at ail and there were plen^ty of more appropriate reworkings when the track first appeared three years Sgo. However, as a seriously dumping bit of UK garage, which just happens to Iule speeded-up chunks of that excellent scatty chorus, Sunship's From MidnightjMix works very well. The flip's Into The Sunshine Mix also does the trick with ils Irisp and bouncy sound • • « ® AB 

TALVIN SINGH 'TRAVELLER' (ISLAND) (AMBIENT) Proclaiming "The world is sound", this incredibly emotional piece of music incorporâtes the fine talents of Cleveland Watkiss, Rakesh Churasia and the Madras Philharmonie Orchestra. In album form, it is pushed along by clear drum & bass. 4 Hero add strings and a raspier breakbeat and Kid Loco subtly adds hip hop flavour while retaining the original's deep feeiing. • • • • ®JH 
ONYDIBART 'THE REAL THING' [CLEVELAND CITY) (HOUSE) Cleveland City's finest moment is thrust upon us again with a large package of mixes. Klubbheads, Jonesey, tnuckleheadz and Melonheadz amongst ithers provide the tresh angles, ail very meh club-aimed and tough-edged. [bny's vocal, the centrepiece of the ' ine's commercial success first time now sounds perhaps a little Élated for club play, so a fair share of the |iixes here are dubs with limited vocal "îamples. Of those featured, both ionesey and the Klubbheads do an effective job, combining up to date ideas little bits of Tony. Interesting to see the radio mixes will sound on this • • • CF 
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BEBER 
( BEBER 'CRIEE ROCKA' (MARINE PARADE) (ALTERNATIVE) Optical - you may recall his work with Adam Freeland as Tsunami One - returns under his own name with this year's biggest Nu Skool breakbeat track. Beber bas a knack of delivering the funk: 'Chief Rocka' contains ail the right ingrédients with a double-bass sounddash washed down with précision beats that devastale every time the needle hits the record. Watch it «y. • • • • • DM 

EL MAGNIFICO 'THA NEW STYLE' (FFRR/CRITICAL MASS) (ALTERNATIVE) Pioneered by big beat DJs such as Norman Cook, the Freestylers and Cut La Roc, 'Tha New Style' is gaining momentum both here in the UK and in Ibiza on the back of the limited picture dises going around. Cheshire Cat provides the ragga- style vocals, and fresh mixes corne from Athletico and Urban UK, with the original and Demo Dub being most accessible to a house audience, it's a flexible track that should do well due to its wide appeal, ® • • • CF 
VARIONS 'THE WIDESCREEN VERSIONS SAMPLER' (CERTIFICATE 18) (ALTERNATIVE) Paradox & D.M.R. kick off proceedings on this album sampler with 'Zonation', which is remixed by themselves. The boys lake il into the realms of distortion and darkness with innovative textures thrown in for good measure. On the flip, Mldnight Funk Association tackle 'Irrampent' by Lexis, while Two Lone Swordsmen twist Klute's 'Silent Weapons' into some deep madness. • • • • DM 
PRAY FOR MORE FEAT. ANNETTE TAYLOR 'THIS TIME BABY' (DEFENDER) (GARAGE) François K and Matthias Heilbronn lend their golden touch to this cover of Jackie Moore's late Seventies disco smash to create a dramatic rendition with live elements combined with studio wizardry that take your breath away. They drop the kick drum halfway to create an extended percussive reprise to send the Jazz dancers insane, A spectacular piece of vinyl. • • • ♦ •  ^ 

m 

JOCELYN BROWN 'AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH' (INCREDIBLE) (HOUSE) Following Whitehouse's excellent version, INCredible présents its own cover of this track. David Morales provides the backbone of the mixes, with the Mountalness Club Mix, the Classic Mix and the radio version ail pretty much along the same lines, utilising warm strings, Jocelyn's vocals in full and a classic beat. The two dubs that complété the package are a little more underground, but it's still difficult to get the DHL ad out of your head when this is played. • • • CF 

MANIC STREET PREACHERS 'IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT' (EPIC) (ALTERNATIVE) As part of a unique 'remix swap', Massive Atlack reply to James Dean Bradfield's take on 'Inertia Creeps' by setting John Harris's gently thrashing guitars over slow hip hop beats. David Holmes opts for more of an epic with his Class Reunion Of The Sunset Marquis Mix, a mellow 'Modei'-tinged workout that scraps ail trace of the vocals and leaves only the melody intact. • • • • JH 

VARIOUS 'SUCK IT AND SEE' (PUSSYFOOT) (ALTERNATIVE) Coincidentally Pussyfoot's 69th album release and catalogue number '0891' for the dirty anorak brigade, this double album sees label regulars such as Spacer, Naked Funk & Howie B himself contributing to a pornographic-themed slei fest. Even if you décidé on CD and not 12-inch vinyl, size does not matter ; this compilation reeks of unadulterated sonic sex! • • • • • 
VARIOUS 'BIG BEAT ROYALE' (KICKIN') (BIG BEAT) This Blue Planet Recordings-compiled 12-tracker, riding on the back of Brighton's Big Beat Boutique club night, ranges from the obvious crossove such as the Freestylers' 'Ruffneck' and DeeJay Punk-Roc's 'My Beatbox' to the less commercially known 'K.U.N.G.' and 'Electric Jésus'. Vinyl junkies will lap up the limited édition triple vinyl. • • • • JH 
VARIOUS SONAR '98' (SO DENS) (ELECTRONICA) This exhaustive butlotally exhilerating quadruple CD collection showeasing Barcelona's annual Sonar event includes more than 50 tracks from acts such as Coldcut, Jeff Mills, François K, Prism and Surgeon. In an added subtle touch, the CDs match the event's running order! • • • • JH 
CHRIS GRAY 'FISH & LUVCONFUSION' (FRAGMENTED) (HOUSE) Chicago homeboy Chris Gray delivers his finest work to date, 'Fish & Luvconfusion' spins your mind in smooth tv/ists with its strong emotional content and lush chord structure. Mr Gray works on a deeper level than most - some say he is the next Larry Heard - but to be honest his sound Is more innovative like British deep houser 16B. Choice tunes to check are the album's working title 'Fish & Loveconfusion', 'Who 2 Luv' and the downbeat stunner 'Lost Dimension'. Genius. • • • • • DM 
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HORSE & CARRIAGE , TOP OFTOE WORLD IN THE STREET (SUMMERTIME) ; REASONS BEHIND THE FRONT (LP) FIND A WAY/STEPPIN' iï UP , NO ONE ELSECOMES CLOSE 1 THE FIRST NIGHT i ROCKWITHYOU DONT RUSH (TAKEIT SLOW)/ALL MY LIFE (REMIXES) K-Ci & JoJo 1 irSTRUE —D"" I SAMPLER , REWIND (FIND A WAY) 1 MAKE1THOT I WOULDI LIE 1 HEADS HIGH 1 EYES DONT LIE I CHEATED (TO ALL THE GIRLSJ/WHAT'S CLEF ! NIGHTS IN HARLEM 1 LIFE IN 1472 (LP) i STAY A WHILE I CAREFREE 1 BE CAREFUL 
' NEVER KNEW 1 HEREWEGOAGAIN ' IWANNA BE YOUR LADY I UNASS1STED 

ISTILL LOVE YOU ) MONEY î ARE YOU THAT SOMEBODY? î GHEHOSUPASTAR (THAT ISWHAT YOU ARE) I LIRE YOU USTTHE .VAV ; AIT IWANT YOU BACK ALRIGHT WITH ME CHA CHA CHA/WE GOT YOU OPEN FRIEND OF MINE DESTINY 

Cam'ron (eaturing Mase 
Kleshay Black Eyed Peas A Trilje Called Ouest 

Oueen Pen Funkmasler Flex Beverley Kuiglil Nicole leaturing Missy Elliotl Ray Ruffm Mr Vegas 
Wyclel Jean LudierVandross Jetmalna Dupii présents 

Parloptrone/Rlrylhm Sériés Gold Mind/East West Universal Greensleeves BigLile Rutlliouse/Columbia 

Parlophone/Rhytlrm Serles 

Charli Baltimore 
Pras Micirel leaturing OF Dirty Baslatd « 
Cleopalta Sheroetle May Fllpmode Squad 

40 36 6 WILOSTYLE EP: WILDSIYLE/BABY, THIS LOVE IHAVE/OFF THE HED Deserl Eagle Dises 

)[commentar 
> by tony farsifles 

As CAtvtBOFi stays at the top of| not only our cliart but also various other ones, he looks set to follow the chart success of Charli , Baltimore for Untertainment. Mixes corne from Big Punisher, SilkkThe Shockerand i Charlie B, while apparently Tricky has done remixes which are awaiting approval. Interestingly, Tricky seems to he getting props from the US rap world, as anyone who has seen Puffy performing 'Corne To Me' on his 'Live' video and mimicking the Bristol man's moves will know. Cam'ron's • label-mate CHfiilLi BAL i lîvîOftE will have a i new single out at the beginning of October, shortly followed by an album,.. THE ilONEYE climb to number three this week ' with the Ignorantz on the mix. The Ignorantz also perform the honours on this week's highest new entry, s Cl & JUJQ & 'Dont Rush'. No doubt Universal is hoping this will match the excellent job they did on the duo's previous single 'AU My Life'... On the subject of smart remixes, check out Rodney Jerkins' Darkchild mix of LUTHER VAfiDROSS's début single for his new label EMI, which as well as Jerkins features a cameo rap from Gang Starr's Guru... Jerkins also pops up as remixer on ■ 'h t. a,'s new single, a version of the Jackson 5 ciassic T Want You ; 35... Look out for the FLIPMOOE SQUAO's 'Cita Cha Cha' at number 37, although I hope my favourite from their album, 'Everybody On The Line', gets a release. 

-"POP 

2 3 WORK IT UP 6 2 ROCKWITHYOU 1 3 SOMETIMES 12 2 STRONGINLOVE 19 2 OYE 7 3 SPACEINVADERS AH Around The World 
SUMMERTIME/1N THE STREET (SUMMERTIME) THEMUSICIUKE I BEL1EVE IN MIRACLES YOU'RE MY HEART, YOU'RE MY SOUL MYSTERIOUS TIMES COME AND GET MY LOV1N' WATERWAVE COME INTO MY LIFE/FREED FROM DESIRE 1 THE REAL THING ENOLA GAY/SOUVENIR/ELECTRIC1TY/APOLLO XI ! COME INTO MYUFE 

1 YOU KNOW HOWTO LOVE ME 

; 14 3 

ICEa YOU AINT SEEEN NOTH1N' YET I 30 7 NEEDIN'YOU tm SAYSOMETHING i 22 2 FM IN THE MOOD FOR DANCING i 29 2 IF ICANT HAVE YOU '13 I CANT HELP MYSELF I 25 5 YOU'RE MY WORLD I 31 2 THEBODYSHINEEP 

I WITH THIS RING LET ME GO TAKE ME FM YOURS I BORABORA TEARDROPS I KNOW YOU GOT SOUL 

Tony Di Bart Orchestral Manouevres In The Dark Navigators 
Respect leaturing Jackie Rawe 
David Morales présents Thi Mia Chevais Kelly Marie Pauline Henry 
Jane McDonald Billy Hendrix Baby Bumps Brainhug Rappodtealuring Rochelle Faiihless Mousse T Vs Hot 'n' Julcy Nek Molella/Phll Jay présents Hea1 

Big Daddi Turbo leaturing Eric B & Rakim 

Phunl/3 Beat/Satellite RCA Mulllply 3 Beat/Satellite Club Tools Big Life Cleveland City 

AH Around The World Azull/Manileslo Eagle Eye/lnvenliue Academy Street Reversai Indirecl/Oelirious/ttiT 

by atan jones 
OverthrowingTNHUM h;V.| SIEAZE SiSTERS squeeze in at^ the top of the chart this week, the latter team's 'Work It Up' becoming the latest in an increasingly long line of number one Pop Tip hits for the Logic label. The gap between 'Work It Up' and . I UEtiCE 's'Rock With You', which is number two, is over 50%, and is sure to guarantee the Sleaze Sisters at least one more week at number one... After causing major mayhem on dancefloors across Europe, ENFîtCO bave this week's highest Pop Tîp début with 'Water Wave', which bears a writing crédit of Jagger/Richard, and is Indeed yet another version of the 'Last Time'/ 'Bitter Suite Symphony'/'Treat Infamy' string thing. It débuts at number 14 this week, five places ahead of the mysterious 'Track One' by UNIT 43, No label is yet claiming crédit for this one, but it seems to be based on the melody of the obscure 'We're On The Bail' . soccer flipside flogged ta death by Chris Evans during the World Cup festivities... Closely emulating labelmates N-Trance, SUS S! OP follow up their revival of Cari Douglas' 1974 hit 'Kung Eu Fighting' with a revival ol another 1974 hit, also with the original lead vocalistaboard. This tlme it's the Bachman Turner Overdrive hit 'You Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet' which has taken their fancy - and ils rapid adoption tfy the more mainstream venues suggests it will give them a handsome reward once commercially available. 
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[upfronl house] 

HoojChoons 

O 37 ISS 5 38 24 4 39 35 10 

STRONG IN LOVE (CHICANE/OISCO CITIZENS MIXES) Chicane (ealuring Mason ROCK WITH YOU (MOUSSE T MIXES) D-Influence WHENIFALL IN LOVE Axus COME AND CET MY LOVIN' (UNTIDY DUB/GRAHAM GOLD/FACE OFF MIXES) Heclor's House lealwing Berri THE BODY SHINE EP: BODY SHINE/FUNKY SHINE Billy Hendrix SUBIMOS JUNTOS (WE RISE TOGETHER) (RECALL 22 MIXES) Recall 22 NEED GOOD LOVE (SANTIAGO BLUE/TOOD EDWARDS MIXES) Tuli Jam Locked On/XL Recordiags GODIS A DJ (ROLLO & SISTER BLISS/SHARP BOYS/SERIOUS DANGER MIXES) Failhless Cheeky THE REAL THING (KLUBBHEADZ/KNUCKLEHEADZ/MELONHEADS/J-HEADS/JONESEY MIXES) Tony Di Bart Cleveland City THE AGE OF LOVE The Age 01 Love React WORK IT UP (SLEA2E SISTERS/HANDBAGGERS/D-BOP MIXES) Sleaze Sisleis Logic IN MY LIFE (JOSE NUNEZ/ERIC KUPPER/DANNY J LEWIS MIXES) José Nunez Sound 01 Ministry AYLA (DJ TAUCHER/SPACE BROTHERS/SACHA COLLISSON MIXES) Ayla Additive RA1N (CASCADE/BRAINBUG/PERPETUAL MOTION MIXES) Brainbug Positiva SUHMERT1ME (LOVE TOINFINITY/BOOKER T MIXESylN THE STREET (SUMMERTIME) (IGNORANTS MIXES) Honeyz 1st Avenue/Hercuiy IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU Pauline Henry Reversai SOMETIMES (MATT DAREY/BABY BLUE/CAMISRA/MANSA MIXES) Tin Tin Oui wilh Shelley Nelson VC Recordlngs MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Slardusl French Roule IKNOW YOU GOT SOUL (ORIGINAL/FRIED HADDOCK MIXES) Big Daddi Turbo (ealuring Eric B & Rakim Satellite SAY SOMEIRING (BOBBY & STEVE/DON E BRAVO/LOPEZ & LEV11/MARSHALL JEFFERSON/007 & NICKY SUNSHINE MIXES) Mia Chevais Eagle EyeAnventive FOR AN ANGEL (PAUL VAN DYK/WAY OUT WEST/TERRY LEE BROWN JR MIXES) Paul Van Dyk Déviant GO WITH THE SUN (MIXES) dba dtox THE MUSIC ILIKE (COLOUR SYSTEM INC. MIXES) Alexia Dancep loi REACH FOR THE SKY (GRANT NELSON/JON RILEY/VICTOR SIMONELLI MIXES) 70s Age Evocative MUSIC IS THE ANSWER (OANCIN' & PRANCIN') (FARLEY & HELLERrDANNY TENAGLIA MIXES) Danny Tenaglia leaturing CeledaTwisted UK l'M NOT GOING HOME (GATECRASHER/JUDGE JULES MIXES) Scott Bond présents O-Dos Oanceteria HONEY (ROLLO & SISTER BLISS/SHARAM JEY/WESTBAM & HARDY HARO/APHRODITE & MICKEY FINN/RJ/BAMMER MIXES) Moby Mule THE DAY WILL COME (QUAKE/LUCID/JUDGE JULES MIXES) Ouake ffrr ALRIGHT WITH ME (MARK P1CCHI0TTI MIXES) Shernetle May Virgin SKIN (MSS/UNDERGROUND SOLUTION MIXES) Charlotte Parlophone/Rhythm Sériés ENJOY (ORIGINAL/ROB DAVIS 8. PAUL GOTEL MIXES) Young Guns Pow! TRY MY LOVE (BANANA REPUBLIC/IVAN LACOBUCCI/NEVILLE G HOUSE/MARZ MIXES) Shauna Davis R&S HOME (ORIGINAL/TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS/KLM MIXES) Trilby Paral.lel RA1NB0WS OF COLOUR (MASTERS AT WORK MIXES) Grooverider Higher Ground IBELIEVE IN MIRACLES (LISA MARIE EXPERIENCE/TIMESTRETCH KINGS MIXES) Hi-Rise Phuzz!/3 Beat/Satellite CAN U FEEL IT? (JASON NEVINS/RUFF DRIVERZ/EDDIE LOCK MIXES) Parkride Diverse HOOTIN 'N' TOOTIN (SHARP BOYS MIXES) Kiez Kidz Club Tools HEAVENI NEED (JOHAN S MIXES) Social Security Diverse NEEDIN' YOU (DAVID MORALES MIXES) David Morales présents The Face Azuli/Manileslo GYM TONIC Bob Sinclar French Yellow LP AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH (DAVID MORALES/DRONEZ/PUMP FRICTION VS PRECIOUS PAUL MIXES) Jocelyn Brovm INCtedible ALL MY UFE (CURTIS & MOORE MIXESl/DONT RUSH (TAKE LOVE SLOW) (IGNORANTS/YOGI MIXES) K-Ci & JoJo Universal MOVE YOUR BODY (MIXES) 2 Eivissa Control/Edel ENOU GAY (SASHi MIX)/SOUVENIR (MOBY MIXES)/ELECTRICITY (MICRONAUTS MIX)/APOLLO XI (APOLLO 440 MIX) OMD Virgin SO FINE (FRANKIE KNUCKLES/SHARP BOYS/MR PINK/LISA MARIE EXPERIENCE MIXES) Kinane Coalition I KNOW YOU GOT SOUL (ORIGINAL/KRAFTY KUTZ MIXES) Trade Secrets DROWNED WORLD (SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE) (BT & SASHA MIX)/SKY FITS HEAVEN (SASHA/VICÎOR CALDERONE MIXES) GIVE IT UP Z-Factor ULTIMATE FUNK (ORIGINAL/ALEX GOPHER MIXES) Bob Sinclar ANGEL (DILLON & DICKINS/TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS MIXES) The Ouest Pruiecl STEP 2 ME (GRANT NELSON/BUMP & FLEX MIXES) Grant Nelson Project leaturing Jean McClam NUMBERS (DJ SPILLER MIXES) Smoke City OUAQUAQUA (PROPHETS OF SOUND/DAVIDSON OSPINA/EARL MIXES) Tammoody SPECIAL LOVE (SMOKIN' BEATS/MASTER BUSTER MIXES) Karen Ramirez DISCO DANCING (PLASTI1WMRPINK MIXES) Plastika DANCE (LENNY FONTANA/DREEM TEAM/MENTOR MIXES) Club Culture leaturing Michael Whilehead WATER WAVE (DJ QUICKSILVER MIX) Mark Van Date wilh Enrico ONE FINE DAY (WAYNE G/OUIRK MIXES) Aslralasia 

Si Projects Ullraxx/ftrr Big Bang Club Tools Magick Eye 
5 SlOOSH^SHM MU|W 5 AMAZON CHANT (AIRSCAPEMLIOTROPIC MIXES) Aiiscape Xtravananza 

[commentary]| by alan jones D-INFLUENCE havelheluckto register a strong increase in support on both the upfront^ and Pop Tip chart for their Michael Jackson cover 'Rock With You' this week but the misfortune to lack the necessary firepower to turn it into a number one on either chart. Moving 6-2 on the pop chart, where it is far adrift of the Sleaze Sisters' 'Work It Up'. it s rather doser to the upfront chart summit - in fact, one more top five placing from our panel of DJs would have been enough to lift them into pôle position. Instead, the winners by the narrowest of marglns are CHICANE, whose 'Strong In Love' vaults 10-1. It's the second number one club hit 'for Alex Gold's Xtravaganza label this year - the first being 'Give Me Rhythm' by Black Connection, which topped the chart in February and subsequently went on to reach number 32 in the CIN sales chart. Chicane should go further - they have had four straight top 10 club hits in the past 15 months, though 'Strong In Love' is the first to go ail the way to number one, following number four hits with 'Sunstroke' and 'Offshore' and a number seven placing for 'Lost You Somewhere'. (These went on to peak at 21,17 and 35 in the sales listings.) 'Offshore' in particular has managed to remain fresh in the mind and on playlists, even being used regularly as backing music by London's Heart 106 as well as becoming an Ibiza anthem. 'Strong In Love' is more of a song lhan most Chicane tracks, with a female vocalist credited only as "Mason" joining instrumentalist Nick Bracegirdle, who is to ail intents and purposes Chicane, and also opérâtes as the Disco Citizens, under which name he had a number tive club hit in June with 'Nagasaki Badger'... With two number one club hits under her belt already this year. KAREN RAMIREZ returns to the chart with 'Spécial Love', which débuts this week at a more modest number 54. As the more-observanl of you may have already gathered this is an archive release, which dates back to 1996, and is thus on the SI Projects label rather than her current imprint, Manifeste. It allows Karen a rather fuller expression of her vocal power and range than the sublime 'Looking For Love', and is none the worse for It, with gospel-inflected vocals nicely compleraented by a nervy garage mix. Not perhaps as polished as her Manifeste material but still worthwhile. 

music week directory 1998 

Chain it up staple it down hide It! 
Anyone who owns a Music Week directory will tell you that if you 
want to hold on to it, you have to resort to pretty extreme measures! 
So next time you catch someone trying to ^eal your copy give them 
one ol these numbers: 0171 921 5957 or 0171 921 5906 
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[chart] 

COOLCUTS HOTLINE THE FASTES! WAY TO HEAR THE BEST UPFRONT DANCE MUSIC 
Calls cost 50p/min. Service »s provided by Frontier Media. I 

0891 515 585 

1 (2) DROWNED WORLD (SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE) IViadonna Maverick 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
g 
10 

GYM TONIC Bob Sinclar (The 'aérobics'track from Bob's album that's blûwing up ail over) 
BEACHBALL Nalin & Kane (Backagain wlth a beefed-up new mix from Ta// Paul) 
THE ENERGY Astro Trax Team (Mot UK-producedgarage track) 
1998 Binary Finary (Third time around wlth even more mixes and still hot) 
ALLTHE GIRLS RIP vs Red Rat (Speedgarage meets carniva! time) 
CLUB 4 LIFE '98 Chris & James (Brandnew mixes ofthis club classic) 
TALKING WITH MYSELF Electribe 101 (In new mixes from The Beloved and Canny) 
AFTERHOURS 4 Tune feat. Ben (Excellentstylish bouse tune) 
ON TOP OF THE WORLD Diva Surprise fYMCA '-sampling disco/house track) 

white label 
Positiva 
Pepper 

11 (10) THE SLEEPLESS Red Snapper (Featuring MC Det on vocals and a mix from Shut Up And Dance) 
12 CEI 
13 CEI 
14 CEI 
15 (19) 
16 pnn 

18 m 
19 CEI 

ANGEL The Ouest Project (Nowrocking wlth mixes from TrouserEnthusiasts) 
SOOTHE FurryPhreaks (With hot new mixes from 16B and Chicane) 
TRADE EP Various (With contributions from Tony De Vit, Malcolm Duffy, Pete Wardman and more) 
LOVELY Wagon Christ (Bizarre but sublime breakbeatEP) 
SOLID GROUND DJ Spen & Jay Street Company (Superbly soulful gospel garage) 
BEAUTIFUL DAY House Of 909 (With new mixes from Cevin Fisher) 
REACH FOR ME Murk (New mixes ofthe FunkyGreenDogs from MatthewRoberts, Grant Nelson andD&D) 
TRUE STORIES/COLD WAR Krust (Soundscaped drum & bassgrooves) 

Manifesto 
Groovilicious 

Positiva 
Warp 

Island 
FSUK 
Trade 

Personal Stereo 
Sol 

99 Norlh 
Talkin' Loud 

20 CEI CUT TO ZERO/ACTIVATE X-Cabs (Pumping trance fromAberdeen's finest) 
□□H RADIO' ick and data collecled Irom leading djs and the (ollowing stores: city sounds/llying/pure \ lion*, with pete long, broadcast every triday between 6pm ar 

23rd precincVfopp (glasgow), 3 beat (liverpool). 

mode-2143 
mode-2098 
mode-2144 
mode-2155 

I .mode-2156 
mode-2157 
mode-2158 
mode-2145 
mode-2159 
mode-2160 
mode-2146 
mode-2161 
mode-2162 
mode-2163 
mode-2153 
mode-2164 
mode-2165 
mode-2166 
mode-2167 
mode-2168 

ffllil 

The Cool Cuts Hotline 
Brought to you by record mirror and frontier média, the hotline 
offers you the chance to hear any track on the chart. You can select 
tracks in any order by using the codes attached to the chart and skip 
backwards and forwards through the tracks, so you won't waste 
time listening to mixes you've already heard. If you want to be 
among the first to hear the hottest tracks of the week, call the Cool 
Cuts Hotline now. Détails about howto use the Cool Cuts Hotline 
can be found above the Cool Cuts Chart. t%QQl Cl IZ COC Luts Hotline now- Détails about how to use the Cool Cuts Hotl Ê SM S? ZjOO can be found above the Cool Cuts Chart. 

The Cool Cuts Hotline is updated every week at midnight on Sunday 
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ALBUMS 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

7M 

ALBUM FACTFILE Switching to EMI after spending his entire hit career at Epie, Luther Vandross has made one of his better recent albums with I Know. But, with no single yet, the record-buying public approached it with some trépidation last week. Fewer than 3,000 actually bought the album, which thus débuts 
his lowest charting LP of new material since his 1984 breakthrough. With Nights In Harlem due as a 

further sign of his sharp décliné - his Covers album reached number one in 1994 but the subséquent Your Secret Love peaked at 12, which, together with a couple of underperforming hits compilations, signalled Vandross's departure from Sony. Luther's not the only R&B vétéran to have a difficult week - Mica Paris's first album in five years, Black Angel, débuts at 59 

With rapidly increasing exposure for their upcoming smash hit What Can I Do - it climbs 23-13 on the airplay chart this week and was featured on the Lottery show on Saturday - The Corrs' Talk On Corners registers a 6% week-on-week inorease in sales to retain its position at the top of the album chart by a comfortable margin from Catatonla, who - after improving four weeks in a row - hold at number two with 
In a Top 10 with no new entries, the only significant upwards movement is that of Slmply Red's Blue, which advances 7-3, after registering a 29% hike in sales last week, primarily as a resuit of the attention given to the second Top 10 hit from the album, The Air That I Breathe. The highest new entry cornes from Ace Of Base, whose thlrd album, Flowers, débuts at 15. The Swedish group topped the chart with their 1993 début Happy Nation, though 

COMPILATIONS 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

SALES UPDATE 
VERSUS LA 

foliow their current hit Life Is A Flower, the album is likely to put even more distance between it and The Bridge. The original cast recording of Saturday Night Fever runs Ace Of Base a close second for highest new entry honours. Prominently featuring Adam Garcia, who had  h Night Fever earlier this year, at 17. it inolude 
ingle 

66. Flowers has already oui vith the group's c it Cruel Summer 

these being Immortality^alreadv for Celine Dion - and First And La; original Saturday Night Fever soui number one exactly 20 years ago, remaining at the summit for a mind-blowing 18 weeks. Madonna's 40th birthday on Sunday (16) excited something of a média frenzy with VFI- 1 declaring Saturday Madonna Day, and Radio One counting down Madonna's 40 biggest hits. The resuit was a 128-75 jump for The Immaculate Collection, while her current album Ray Of Light moves 18-16. 

Still outselling the number one artist album by The Corrs by a margin of more than four to one, and the number two compilation by a margin of more than six to one, Now That's What I Call Musicl 40 actually sold more copies last Monday than any other album sold in the entire week. It is - natch - the number one compilation for the second week in a row, the 113,000 copies it sold last week taking its two-week tally to 266,000. The highest of four new entries in the Top 10 is Ibiza Uncovered 2, which débuts at number two after selling more than 18.000 copies. This is the follow-up to Ibiza 

being released last September. The follow- up continues the theme, even though there is no companion TV programme - Sky has moved on to Greece Uncovered - and even though 
AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 

documentary on British holidaymakers. The original album was a great success and has sold more than 300,000 copies since 

TOP 10 COMPANIES 

SALES UPDATE f of Aerosmith' 't Want To Miss A Thing 
sprinting 46-25 this week. 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBUMS THE VERVE 

THE YEAR SR FAR... 
TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 

NOW THATS WHAT I CALL MUSIC! 40 
NOW THATS WHAT I CALL MUSIC! 38 

0 INTERNATIONAL VELVET 
>2 WHITE ON BLONDE 

NATAL! EIMBRUGUA CATATÛNIA SIMPLY RED 

MOTOWN/POLYGRAM TV 

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS 7 ULTIMATE CLUB MIX VARIOUS ARTISTS 8 THE ANNUALIII - PETE TONG & BOY GEORGE VARIOUS ARTISTS 9 THE BEST SIXTIES SUMMER...EVER1 VARIOUS ARTISTS 10 THE EIGHTIES MIX VARIOUS ARTISTS 

EMI/VIRGIN/POLYGRAM RCA VICTOR WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV EMI/VIRGIN/POLYGRAM WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV 
PETE TONG/BOY GEORGE - DANCE NATION DIANA PRINCESS OF WALES - TRIBUTE 0 CLUBBER'S GUIDE T0...IBIZA - JUI 

2 THE BEST...ANTHEMS...EVER! 2 3 TOP OF THE POPS 1998 - VOLUIV 4 MIXED EMOTIONS II POLYGRAM TV POLYGRAM TV VIRGIN/EMI 
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THE OFFICIAI UK ALBUM CHART 

TOP 75 

COMEONOVER 
4 TRAMPOLINE ★ Tho Mavoricks IMalo/Cookl 

LIKEY0UD0,.,THEBEST0F*2 Epie 
TIN PLANET • THESKYIS TOOHIGH 31 "M EHE SKÏ 
BEHEREN0W*6 BIG CALM :vFI 32 LIFETHRUALENS 

en m REM ASTERS OU "U* LedZeppelinIPagel 
LOME FIND YOURSELF * Chrvsaii BRINS 1T ON 

LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE WRITE ON BLONDE *5 Mered^5343152/5343154/ 
go „ 7letitride OCEAN DRIVE *6 

LUTRIC1AMCNEAL 
SGT PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND PadoptioneiEi The Beatles (Martini CDP 7464422/TCPCS 71)27/PCS 7027 MYWAY-THE BEST OF ! q ,2 ,6 URBAN HYMNS *6 ■ " The Venu FORGIVEN, NOT FORGOTTEN 

GOLD - GREATEST HITS *3 FLOWERS 
KNOW SB EU ic 18 2. RAY0FLIGHT*2 I u _ _  42 EUS] JAGGED LITTLE P1LL *8 nnwn SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 111448 Orieinal London Cast (Wriaht) 

TWO PAt-ES ALL SAINTS 
THE BEST 0F*2 HELLO NASTY 

REVOLVER 2i udjjjatuneaday Food/Parlophone 4960662 (El 
THE BOY IS MINE 
THE IMMACUUTE COLLECTION *9 FALLING INTO YOU *7 Epi •J1 4, SPICEWORLD *5 VirginCOV2850(EU flQ 53 rHLLinu iimu iuu " t-O 11 soiceGirlsIStannard/Rowe/Absolutel TGV 285iW 2850 ■ ^J CaEne Dion ISleiaberalNovieWSeMinr 

2420 5 ATOMIC - THE VERY BEST OF EMI494996^EI .., 0Q ,9 ,« Ja
H

d^^™c
S

kl*
z 

23 2Tr™rcÏLrEC™N Ca,Gm6iaS0=SM, 51 « ^Sonics'iLu Bas hU 

TOP COMPILATIONS 
ARTISTS A-Z 

CARL COX - NON STOP 98/01 

2 ULTIMATE CLUB MIX2 0 PolyGram TV 5652922/5652924/- (FI 
R pn?l STREET VIBES V 1 wamorpsn/RInhal T .esp/Global TV/Sony TV RADCD 95/RADMC 95/- (Bl 
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11 
12 8 

131 
14' 
15 9 

16' 
17 
18 1. 
19 3 

20 " 

tar TV TTVCD 2965mVMC 2965/- (W; 

MIXED EMOTIONS II • am TV 5650342/5650344/-(R 



ALL THE CHARTS 

EXPOSUREt; 

TRACK OF 
THE WEEK 

by STEVE HEMSLEY 

» 

f. OL' DIRTY BASTARD & MYA: GHETTO SUPASTAR 

to receive once they became in the airplay chart. The Irish-based station first piayed Ghetto Supastar on May 26 and Henderson upgraded the song to the Power playlist two weeks later. From the end of May until the song entered the airplay chart on June 20 it received weekly spins of 46, 63 and 50 - 

THE TOP 10 PLAYERS BEHIND 
GHETTO SUPASTAR 

Radio City Essex FM Capital FM Signal One Galaxy 102 

music and Ghetto Supastar was very much an 'us' tune. We want to increase our target audience of 15- to 24-year-olds and research revealed that listeners were put oft by the high rotations which could reach 90 plays a week for some songs," says Henderson. As well as Atlantic, other stations to get behind Ghetto Supastar early were Radio One and dance stations Galaxy 101 in ol and Kiss 100 in London. 

Radio One and 40 on Atlantic, but the 576 total plays the track received was the lowest number of any song in the radio Top 20. In fact, it did not enter the 1LR Top 30 until a week later, although by the end of the month total plays had risen to more than 1,000 a week and the track was reaching an audience of more than 45m. TV support included three appearances on Top Of The Pops on July 17, 24 and 31, 
The tri airplay 3d - the other two showmgs 

Despite its sales success, the song struggled to widen its airplay base away from the stations mentioned. On the July airplay chart its audience was already at 32m a week thanks largely to 28 plays o 
MTV SI THE BOX ■ STUDENT RADIO 

2 3 GOD IS MY DJ Faithless Cheeky 3 1 SAVE TONIGHT Eagle-Eye Cherry Polydor 4 5 NEW KIND OF MEDICINE Ultra Naté AM:PM/A&IVI 5 6 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica Atlantic 
7 3 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai Sony 
8 7 DROWNED WORLD/SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE Madonna Warner 

1 1 NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone Polydor 2 4 EVERYBODY GET UP Five RCA 3 2 VIVA FOREVER Spice Girls Virgin 4 8 ONE FOR SORROW Steps Jive 5 6 BOUNCEWITH THE MASSIVE Tzant Logic 6 5 SEX ON THE BEACH T-Spoon Edel UK 7 7 1WANNA BE YOUR LADY Hinda Hicks Island 8 ESa MY HEART W1LL GO ON Celine Dion Epie 
10 ES TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden Columbia 

T S TAKE^BalIroom Molher 2 m THE BOY WITH THE ARAB STRAP Belle & Sébastian Jeepster 
4 CD CANT ALWAYS BE LOVED His Name Is Alive 4AD 5 7 DEVIL IN YOUR SHOES Shed Seven Polydor 6 5 IF YOUTOLERATETHIS... Manie Street Preachers Epie 7 4 PART OF THE PROCESSMorcheeba Indochina 

10 nn PURE MORNING Placebo Hut 

TOP OF THE POPS 

Be M,ne Babybird |BHB RADI01 | B00tle Cal1 A!l 

ITV CHART SHOW Boyzone: Save Tonlght Eagle-Eye 

Ol1 Dirly Bastard & Mya: Needln' U 

El HrSSSEEir Shoes Shed Seven; Revvlnd Beverley Knight; Porfect Smashing Pumpkins; Cry To Be Found Del Amitri; 

Bettcr With You Stardusl 

THE PEPSI CHART 
. Alright SwcôtDOX; 1 Want You Back '98 ] 

Draflime-up 19/8/98 
Alright Sweetbox; Somotimes Tin Tin 

ONE PLAYLISTS 
A LIST B LIST As Featured 

MTV UK 
PLAYLISTS 
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ALL THE CHARTS 

INTERNATIONAL 

AMERICAN ^ 
CHARTWATCH | 

ARTIST 
PROFILE: 

BILLIE 
Wamm by ALAN JONES by YINKA ADEGOKE US ail n chart for thi D Hat number one the Beastie Boys' Heilo Nasty dips to number three to be replaced at the summit by Snoop Doggy Dogg's Da Game Is To Be Sold, Not To Be Told, which sold more than 519,000 copies last week. Botb of Snoop's previous albums were number ones, with his début Doggy Style sellmg a remarkable 803,000 copies on its first week in the shops in 1993. Making a much quieter Top 200 bow, UK rookies Five's self-titled début album registers at number 187, four weeks after hitting the shops. Its début coincides with the first problems encountered by their single When The Lights Go Out, which, after eight weeks climbing the charts and three weeks static at number 10, dips a notch to number 11. Ail Saints' Never Ever continues to grow, however, and advances another couple of rungs to number four. Their self-titled début album also improves, reaching a new high of 71. With the Spice Girls' Spiceworld and Spice holding at number 40 and number 66 respectively. Ail Saints still have some way to go to become Britain's highest charting album act. Laden with British Eighties hits, the soundtrack to The Wedding Singer crossed the million sales mark last week. Featuring 10 of our vétéran campaigners (Culture 

Club, David Bowie, Billy Idol and more) 
spectacular bounce. Having dipped as iow as number 151 a fortnight ago, the former number five album climbed to 125 last week, and now dashes to number 71. Volume 2 of the soundtrack, which debuted at number 94 two weeks ago, climbs strongly too, coming to rest at number 42. 
Wedding Singer is tied to the movie's release on video - and résultant publicity surrounding it. Both albums win sales awards, the original Wedding Singer being the chart's "Greatest Gainer" (awarded for the largest unit increase), and Volume 2 being adjudged the "Pacesetter" (awarded for the biggest percentage growth on the entire Top 200) for the second week in a row. 

ACTS IN US AND UK 
ALBUM CHARTS 

Spice Girls Spiceworld AU Saints 

ISpice Girls id 911 oc ts includingthi 
the challenge th pop/R&B artist, 15-year-old Billii 
marketing. Lorraine Barry, Virgin affiliâtes throughout the world were keen to take Billie on from day one after being introduced to them in February, but the fact that she is of schooi âge meant she was not available to do as much promotion as many older acts. In spite of this, Billie has made inroads into Europe, largely because of the Virgin affiliâtes' enthusiasm and the global vision of her manager Steve Blackwell. Virgin launched Billie's international campaign doser to home in Europe a full three months before the June 29 Européen release of her début single Because We Want To. Billie's UK profile had a headstart because of her appearance in the Smash Hits ads, from which she was discovered by Innocent managing director Hugh Goldsmith. The UK campaign began with promotional 
Europe Billie featured in teen magazines including Topp in Norway, Bravo in Germany and OkeJ in Sweden. The approach proved hugely suocessful ip. 

airplay chart position of Number 46. 'We learned from the Spice Girls that the kids are interested in the whole package and not just one good song. So though radio is very important, it cornes almost secondary to magazines, the internet and youth TV," explains Barry. 
to corne by but phase two of the European 
Spain and Belgium, as well as performances at the Water Festival in Stockholm and the ARD TV/Radio roadshow in Germany. Billie's début album. Floney To The Bee, is expected to be the biggest beneficiary of the 
simultaneously across Europe and possibly 

Billie, meanwhile, is taking time out from her European promotional tour. Last week she took off to the USA and Canada for one- day and seven-day tours respectively. 
TRACKWATCH 

' • Because We Want To, Top 20 ; (airplay) j •Top 50 in Canada (airplay) i • Top 10 in Sweden (sales) i • Top 10 in Ireland (sales) 

UK WORLD HITS 
The MW guide to the top British performers in key overseas markets {chart position in brackets) 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 

CLASSICAL SPECIAUST 

A SOPRANO INSPIRED ANHELO - ARGEf AGNUS DEI II VAUGHAN WILLIAM VIVALDI:STABAT MATER GABRIEU;LO SPOSAUZIO RULE BRITANNIA 
WALTON:BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST AGNUS DEI SALVANOS 
JOHNTAVENER: INNOCENCE IMAGINED OCEANS THE CLASSICAL ALBUM 1 
MACKENZIE/SCOHISH CONCERTO 

NMC NMCD 053 <CRC) Philips 4620332 (F) assics 75605513292 (BMG) 
Erato 3384216592 (W) 

CNC Oxford/Higginbotl 
RSNO/Uoyd-Jones Venture/Virgin CDVE 935 (E) 

y Sony ClassicolSK 66613 (SM) Sony ClassicalSK 60668 (SM) Vanessa-Mae EMI Classical 5553952 (E) King's Collage Choir/Cleobury EMI Classics CDC 5566052 (E) Osbome/BBC Scottish So Hypenon CDA67023 (S) 

n ASSICAL crossover 
1 TITANIC IOST1 James nomer 2 MOST REIAX1NG CLASSICAL ALBUM,..EVER! Vanous 8 BEST CLASSICAL ALBUM IN THE WORUJ-EVER! Various 3 BRASSED OFF(OST) Grimethorpe Colliery Band 4 THE GREATEST CLASSICAL STABS ON EARTH Vanous 6 THE BEVONDNESS OF THINGS English CO/Barry 7 100 PDPULAR CLASSICS-VOLUMETWO Various Cas 10 TWILIGHT OF THE GODS Various 9 BREAKFAST BAROQUE II Vanous 5 OPERA HALL OF FAME Various 11 100 POPULAR CLASSICS Various Cast 13 IN CONCERT Various O WITH A SONG IN MY HEART Mario Lanza 15 SONGS OF SANCTUARV Adiemus 17 BACHrADAGIOS Various Ea BERNSTEIN/SONDHEIM: WEST SIDE STORY Te Kzns.-.a,'CarrerasJBern tain 16 THE PIANO (OSTI Michael Nyman 14 BRAVEHEARTIOST) LSO/Horner CJ THE VERY BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN D'Oyly Carte 18 THE BEST OPERA ALBUM IN THE WORLD...EVERI Various 

Son» ClassicalSK 63213ISMI Virgin/EMIVrOCD155|E| EMI CDEMTVD93IEI 
Decca 4603902 (F| London 4600092 (F) s Communication PBXCD 555 (BMG| Deutsche Grammophon 4591412 (F) Classic FM CFMCO 21 (BMG) Classic FM CFMCD20(BMG) Communication MBSCD 517 (BMG) Decca 4304332 (F) Camden 74321400582 (BMG) Virgin CDVE 925 (E) Erato 3984238422 (W) Deutsche Grammophon 4571992 (F) Venture CDVE 919 |E) Decca 4482952 (F) Decca 4600102 (F) Virgin VTDCD100 (E) 

JAZZ & BLUES ROCK 

BLUE FOR YOU ■ THE VERY BEST OF Nina Simom BADUIZM Erykah Badi GREATEST HITS KennyG 
THE BEST JAZZ...EVER! DIAMOND LIFE THE BEST OF 

Global Télévision RADCD 96 (BMG) OBSOLETE 
THE COLOUR AND THE SHAPE Arista 07822189912 (BMG) Columbia SONYTV 2CD (SM) Columbia CK 64935 (SM) Virgin VTDCD 93 (E) Epie CD26044 (SM) MCA MCB019521 (EUK) 
DOOKIE GARBAGE STOOSH CROSS ROAD-THE BEST OF 

Hut/Virgin CDHUTXSI (E) Roswell EST 2295 (E) Atlantic 7567804152 (W) Epie 4893652 (SM) Geffen DGC 24425 (BMG) 

XFM 

LOVE UNLIMITED GOT THE LIFE IFYOU'LLBE MINE 

IF YOU TOLERATE THIS... STRICTLY BUSINESS SEING A GIRL 

Hut FLOORCD6 (E) Ith Sonic SSX9CD (S) Epie 6662845 (S) Polydor 5695952 (F) 
Echo ECFCD65 (P) rsal UND56203 (BMG) îlkin' Loud TLCD36(F) Polydor 5672072 (F) 

Epie 6663452 (E) }hone/Playland CDR6502(E) Parlophone CDR6053(E) 
INDEPENDENT SINGLES 

NO ONE ELSECOMES CLOSE 

9 133 AGADOO 
11 9 THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK 
13 6 BE CAREFUL 14 E3 THE RESURRECTION EP 15 m BLOODCLOT 

BOYS BETTER CELEBR1TY SKIN THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK 
RAP IS REALLY CHANGING FOR YOU EVERY SINGLE DAY ULTRA STIMULATION STRANGE GLUE 

Parlophone CDCL805(E) GeHen GFSTD22345 (BMG) Skint SKINT35CD (3MV/P) Création CRE206(V) Wiiija WIJ78CD (V) Mantra MNT37CD (V) A&M/Mercury MERCD512(F) Epie 6660792 (SM) Blanco Y Negro NEG113CD (W) 
IKNOW ENOUGH (I DONT G ET ENOUGH) 

©CIN/Media Research 
INDEPENDENT ALBUMS 

ireensleeves GRECD650 (SRD) Skint SKINT 35CD(3MV/P) Duty Free DF 001 (ADD) Jive 0521452 (P) 
Randcid Epitaph 10052 (P) Garbage Mushroom MUSH 35CDSX (3MV/P) The Tamperer featuring Maya Pcpper 0530032 (P) Mrs Wood React CDREACT121 (V) Peter André Mushroom MUSH 34CDS (3MV/P) Heat Recordings HEAT 015CD (V) 

m THESWARM Wu-Tang 7 (WHATS THE STORY) MORNING 6L0RY? Oasis 

The Slone Roses 
RIALTO BE HERE NOW THE COMPLETE BOY FOR YOU SPIDERS space DECKSANDRUMSANDROCKANDROLL Propellerheads PLACEB0 Placebo DEFINITELY MAYBE Qasis BACKSTREETS BACK Backstreet Boys BEHER LIVING THROUGH CHEMISTRY Fat Boy Slim 

Mushroom MUSH 29CD (3MV/P) Transcopic TRANCD005 (SRD) IndochinaZEN 017CDX(P) Focus Music Int FMCD1 (V) Freskanova FNTCD 4 (3MV/P) V2VVR1000438 {3MV/P) Gut GUTTIN 5 (V) Wu-Tang WT001CD (V) Création CRECD 189(3MV/V) Beggars Banque! BBQCD138 (V) 
Création CRECD 21913MV/VI 

Nude NUDE10CD (3MV/V) Gut GUTCD1 (Tl/PI Walt Of Sound WALLCD 015 (VI Elevator Music CDFLGOR 2 (V) 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHABTS 
SPECIALIST 

CLASSICAL 
REPORT 

CLASSICAL FACTFILE A Soprano Inspired, a regular ftxture in the the "greatest performors of tho eontury", classical specialist Top 10 since its release the popular diva continues to chart last November, is close to achîeving gold consistently higher than any other classical sales status for Lesley Garrett. "It has been artist in the UK market. Her next Conifer the fastest-selling Lesley Garrett record," Classics album, scheduled for autumn says Brian Hopkins, sales and opérations release, will be tied to a major BBC director for BMG Conifer, "and 1 would also télévision sériés presented by and featuring suggest that it has been her highest Garrett. maintained record." "Her public récognition goes from Desnite HrawinU critieal fire from the Dailv strenfith to strendth," savs Hopkins. 
by ANDREW STEWART Telegraph's Rupert Christiansen after her 1 inclusion on a Decca compilation devoted to "Lesley's achievement with A Soprano Inspired has been quite wonderful." 

The purity of Emma Klrkby's voice has been noted since her London début iri 1974 and survives as a feature of the leading eariy music soprano's work today. Decca's latest Kirkby compilation, released on July 13 and currently topping the chart, marks the incorporation of the company's specialist L'Oiseau-Lyre label into the ■ ' - - c ;h.  . ... of mainline Decca," says er Hogwood, principal conductoi imy of Ancien! Music and list in The Pure Voice Of Emma his is a direct resuit of the 

past 25 years, which in itself has brought period performance to a wider audience." TV has boosted sales of another pure classical dise. Anthony Payne's of Eigar's Third Symphony, a b! the independent NMC label, roi the top of the specialist ciassic following the work's live BBC2 1 from the Proms on August 13. Alongside Kirkby's survey of baroque and eariy classical vocal music, the period- performance movement is also represented in the Top 10 by Robert King's spectacular two-disc set of Venetian cérémonial music 

on Hyperion, Lo Sposalizlo, and Andréas Scholl's Gramophone award-winning anthology of Vivaldi. The Harmonia Mundi policy of repackaging a leading full-price dis at bargain price in tandem with a copy of iti catalogue stands among the shrewdest of 
contributing to the steady growth in the company's "" ■ ■ ■ 
for a boost in the next qi October 5 release by Sony Cl To Titanic, a sequel to th movie's OST featuring a 

orchestral suite, a dialogue version of the Oscar-winning My Heart Will Go On and a sequence of Ceitic music from below decks. Although compilations remain keystones of the présent specialist classical chart. the number of Top 20 dises devoted to the output of individual composers or unusual works has increased in recent months, The chart proximity of Sir Simon Rattle's EMI account of Belshazzar's Feast, Michael Bolton's homage to grand opéra, Vaughan Williams and Holst on Naxos, and obscure Scottish romantic piano concertos on Hyperion suggests that the market can still bear a broad range of repertoire.  
R&B SINGLES 

EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT IWANTYOUBACK JHETTO SUPASTARTHAT IS WHAT YOU ARE COMEWITHME MAKEITHOT :REAKME HE BOY IS MINE JUSTTHETWO OFUS HIT'EM W1TDAHEE DEEPER UNDERGROUND WANNA BE YOUR LADY NOONEELSE COMES CLOSE THE ARMS OFTHE ONEWHO LOVES YOU 

Missy'Misdemeanor' Elliott featuring Ul' Km 

90 Epie 6662842 (SMI Elfotl/Mocha EaslWestESfflTIW) Northwestside 74321582362 (BMG) Atlantic AT 0036T(W) 
EastWestE3824T(W) Sony S2 6662182ISM) Island CID709(F) 

BECAREEUL Sparklefeatunni NEW KIND OF MEDICINE Ultra Nate LOSTINSPACE Ughlhouse Famil 
UNDER THE BRIDGE/LADY MARMALADE Ail Saints CANTLETHERGO BoyzlIMen ONE BustaRhymesfe INTERGALACTIC BeastieBoys STRANDEO Lutiicia McNeal WITH ME Destin/s Child MVALL Marîah Carey 

AM:PM 5827492 IF) Polydor 5678592 (F) Epie 6660792 (SM| 
Mutown 8807952 (R ing Erykah Badu Elektra E3833C01IWI Grand RoyaVParlophone CDCL803(E) Wiidstar CXSTAS 2973 (W1 Columbia 6661472 (SMI 

ive0518512(P| 

DANCE SINGLES 

3 2 ELNINO 4 3 1CANTHELP MYSELF 5 CD STOMPING SYSTEM 6 CD WH0AREY0U 7 UD HIT'EMW1TDAHEE 8 m THE RESURRECTION EP 9 7 STARCHASERS 10 6 R1GHT BEF0RE MY EYES 11 On STAYAWHILE 12 133 C0ME INTO MY LIFE 13 4 KICKIN' HARD 1 28 ECHO DROP 15 19 FAR0UT 16 13 EVELKNIEVEL 
18 133 MAKEITHOT 19 0 DIDY0UHEARME? 20 17 STRICTLY BUSINESS 

Manifeste FESX 47 jF) les présents The Face Manifeste FESX 46 |F) Bison Xtravaganza/Edel 0091570 EXT (P) Oelirious/ffrr FX 339 (F) Duty Free DF001 (ADD) Moving Shadow SHAD0W121ISRD) neanor" Elliott featuring UT Kim EastWestE3324T(Wl Hooj Choons H00J 66|V| 
eat Recordings HEAT 015 (V) Universel UNT 56203 (BMG) Big Life BLRT147 (V) nderboy/A&M WBOY 011 (F) 

DANCE ALBUMS 

î 4 HELLO NASTY 1 3 NEVERSAYNEVER 5 ES SOULOFAW0MAN B 2 WE ROCK HARD 7 8 CARLCOX-NON STOP 98/01 B ES STREET VIBES 9 O VISION OFPARADISE 0 O TWO PAGES 

Priority PTYLP153/PTYMC153 (E) s Wu-Tang WT 001LP/WT 001MC (V) irand Royal/Parlophone 4957231/4957234 (E) Atlantic 7567830391/7567830394 |W) Island CD;5245162 (F) Freskanova FNTLP 4/FNTMC 4 (3MV/P) ffrr-/5560304(F) r.esp/Global TV/Sony TV -/RADMC 95 |BMG) Yellow YP 043/- (Import) TalkinLoud 5688791/-(F) 

MUSIC VIDEO 
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IMPORT/EXPORT & DISTRIBUTION - editeo BY CHAS DE WHAUE, 

.....  - ... .. .. ... ...... r-, o . n n. «n /va /-v /-n. aa rp» fi markats. savs Beehive Tradines sales compétitive nature of business in the regii that Lassman, like his counterparts, is unwilling to reveal détails of which artists and labels are helping to drive exporters' turnover in the région. Costs of exporting to these markets can be prohibitive - freight charges across such 

First mid iccsiRt 

cvci, as Caroline's international  =er Anthony Oliver explains, many Latin companies have set up buying opérations in the US - usually in Rorida - which allows them to acquire imporls without having to pay duty. 
'There's a !ot oi third-parly 

tesiness !o îie htid' - 
Anihony Oliver. Caroline 

■Effectively 

compilations by companies sucl PolyGram or Virgin," says Oliver that the company also has distr 

Aaining a foothold in the new and ■Jdeveloping markets of Latin Ameri Vcarries inévitable risks. but for ma UK distributors and exporters they ar( risks worth taklng. Some are happy t< continue using US companies to acce the région, but a growing number are finding that dealing dlrectly with imp In Argentins, Brazil and Mexico can pay dlvldends - once the creditworthiness of the retallers and wholesalers who make up the bulk of Latin customers has been fully established. "Of course, if they are paying cash up front then ifs no problem," says Nik Podgorski, sales/general manager at Caroline International. "However, if they wan' to open a new account then we hav vet them." Indeed, Insurance companies Inva make it a condition of their bad deb polices that South American cor— crédit scored and will either do themselves, albeit for an added ..., -. employ international crédit agencies to identify bona fide companies. At présent there are believed to be between 10 and 15 wholly reliable importers operating in the région. Most expect to pay UK exporters on a SO-day basis In sterling or US dollars although, a Marcello Tammaro (pictured), director of international sales at THE International, explains, that may change. "Given that we can already invoiee the Irish in punts and will be dual-invoicing our European customers in Sterling and 

i job 

Ecus from January 1,1999, perhaps at some point in the future we may be able to Invoiee in local currencies, ' he says. For Tammaro and THE, this may rep- resent little more than an IT issue. The London company has already invested hea- vily in computer Systems that have helped it grow Latin American business from ■ vlrtually nothing to nearly £1.5m in just 12 months. "Ail the leading shipping agents have ninals in our building so we Vifl.1 print out a quote Imm- ediately," he says. "Our "-n calculate the ■BKXOA retau pneo a.iv ..«ve their stickers ready as soon as the goods arrive." Although most invoices carry the wotds "ex-works", indicating that the customer is responsible for shipping arrangements using international agents such as Walker Freight and Kinetsu, exporting to South America Is costiy and margins rarely exceed 12%. "The combination of things like faxing, packing and so on makes administration very expensive," says Brian Ottaway, purchasing manager at Windsong, who estimâtes that South American business accounts for approximately 10% of turnover. "Consequently we would be reluctant to process an order that was worth less than £1,000," he says. Ottaway points out that UK exporters are often up against US competitors who can offer titles as much as 40% cheaper. 
if you have the right product," he says. 

too expensive fo: says Beehive Tradings sales manager Alan Nazareth. He adds that the company is looking to strike more iicensing deals for its own imprints - the new-age budget label Karma and mid-price world music specialist One Planet. "Ifs still fairly new but there is a lot of Iicensing business to be done, especially since genres such as world music are really beginning to take off," says Nazareth, who points out that the company's activities iq; ? the région are by no means a one-way traffic. "We buy from, as well as sell to, our partners in terms of both Iicensing and acquiring material for release over here." While high-turnover one-off dance titles form the basis of many exporters' business, according to Lassman, "pop is becoming increasingly strong' (see breakout page 15). -We find that exports from individual UK indies helps create a buzz around certain 

is providing a more crucial attraction. "Although these markets have their ups and downs, overall they are pretty stable," he says. "This is because most local currencies are linked to the US dollar, which in turn is pretty stable in relation to sterling." Set against the flattening of sales in the developed territories of the US, Europe and Japan, and the plummeting demand from the Asian Pacific région because of the continuing économie crisis, Latin America looks set to become the focus of increased attention from those pioneering companies who understand that a presence at Midem Latino is the key to unlocking the region's 

SHIFTING THE BALANCE 

OF POWER 
While the majors may still dominate overall market share, the 
independents are gradually closing the gap, writes Steve Hemsley 

TOP DISTRIBUTORS: SECOND QUARTER SNAPSHOT 
SINGLES ALBUMS 

îding independent  atthe 
market in the second quarter. Pinnacle jumped over EMI to claim a place in the top five companies. Pinnacle distributed two number one singles between March and June - Ifs Like That by Run DMC vs Jason Nevins (Sm:)e Communications) and Feel It by The Tamperer featuring Maya (Pepper) - to secure a market share of 11.5%. This was up 40.2% on a year ago and ahead of EMI's 10.0% share, which slipped 48.5% from the same period in 1997 when it was the top singles company. Pinnacle's physical distribution deal with 3mv ensured 
share for the year by a massive 2,100% to 2.2% with chart hits including Garbage's Push It (Mushroom), Fatboy Slim's The Rockafeller Skank (Skint) and 808 State's Pacific/Cubik (ZTT). At the top of the market share table Warner Music led the way. moving up from fourth to first position over the year with a 19.2% slice, up 53,6%, despite having only one single in the top 10 for the quarter, Fat Les's World Cup hit Vindaloo (Telstar). It did distribute a host of other hit singles, however, including The Corrs' Dreams (Atlantic), Brandy & Monica's The Boy Is Mine (Atlantic) and Dario G's Carnival De 

Paris (Eternal/WEA). PolyGram lost its singles crown from last quarter but was responsible for the officiai England and Scotland World Cup songs and two tracks in the top 10 for the period; Ail Saints' Under The Bridge/Lady Marmalade (London) and LeAnn Rimes' How Do I Live (Curb/The Hit Label) - although the marketing for the latter track was carried out by RMG. Of the majors, Sony Music recorded the biggest year-on-year rise, up 131.5% to 16.9%, thanks to the presence of four songs in the quarter's top 10: B*witched's C'est La Vie (Epie), Baddiel & Skinner & Lightning Seeds' 3 Lions '98 (Epie), Savage Garden's Truly Madly Deeply (Columbia) and Celine Dion's My Heart Will Go On (Epie), the top-selling single of the year so far. Imports commanded 0.8% of trade for the second consécutive quarter. although this was up 14.3% from the 0.7% recorded a year ago. EMI made up for its weaker performance in the singles market by once again topping the album market shares. Nevertheless, its 23.4% was down 5.6% on the same period In 1997. It managed to keep top spot by distributing the number one album for the quarter, Robbie Williams' Life Thru A Lens (Chrysalis), as well as the year's top album so far - The Verve's Urban Hymns (Hut) - and 1998's biggest-selling compilation, Now 39 (EMI/Virgin/PolyGram). 

TOP INDIE DISTRIBUTORS: SECOND QUARTER SNAPSHOT 
ALBUMS 

PolyGram EMI as its share also fell, down 2.3% on 12 months ago to 21.5%. It had album success with Boyzone's Where We Belong (Polydor). The Best Of James (Fontana) and AH Saints' AH Saints (London). Warner distributed four of the top five albums for the period: Simply Red's Blue (East West); The Corrs' Talk On Corners (Atlantic): Catatonia's International Velvet (Blanco Y Negro); and Madonna's Ray Of Light (Maverick). This performance pushed the company's market share up by 98.8% on the year to 16.7% and moved it from fifth to third among the majors, Sony Music's market share of 12.6% was its lowest since the third quarter of 1997 but was still 10.5% higher than a year ago, Its most successful album was Celine Dion's Let's Talk About Love (Epie), BMG recorded its lowest album market share for 

3.7% 
over a year, down more than 30% on the second quarter of 1997 to stand at ll.£ For the independents, Vital increased^ share among ail companies by 8.8% after significant orders for St Etienne s Good Humour (Création), Money Mark's Push The Button (Mo Wax), Space's Tin Planet (Gut) and The Best of Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds (Mute). Meanwhile, SRD's hit with Paul Oakenfold - Live in New York (Global Underground), gained it a 0.6% share, up 20.0%, while 3mv posted a 1.2% share thanks partly to a number one album with Garbage's Version 2.0, which was physically distributed by Pinnacle. Pinnacle was the strongest independent, although its overall album share dipped 11.5% to 4.6%. It was kept busy supplying George Martin's In My Life (Echo), which ha achieved gold status, and The Shamen's Th Shamen Collection (One Little Indian). 1 
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WATCH OUT FOR FORTHCOMING RELEAS ES F ROM j 

i Ultimate Dilemma 

i Hydrogen Dukebox 
i Recordings of Substance 
i Pussyfoot   
i TummyTouch  

Belle And Sébastian / Salako / 
Snow Patrol  
Common Ground / Jadell / Runaways 
RC. Kahuna / Fuselage / Seanie B 
Spearmint   
Lovestation / Sugarbabies / 
Serious Danger   
Freestylers / Bill Ben & Baggio / 
Soul Hooligan   
Girl Eats Boy / Al People  
James Hardway / Icarus   
Howie B / Mal Willner   
Tim 'Love' Lee/Organic Audio 
Blacka'nized  
Bushy and Professer / Sonorous Star 

i \ / AU the above labels are 
distributed through 3mv/Pmnade._ 

For more information and orders call 
\ 3mv on 0171 378 8866 or 
\ Pinnacle on 01689 875265 



PolyGram manufacturing can tym yptir ~ 
CD-ROM creativity into CD-R 
As one of the World's leadir^ 
manufacturers, no one is better 
qualified or equipped to handlé7âl 
CD requirements. 
COMPETENTLY. COMPREHENSIVELY. COMPETITIF 
The PolyGram professional team can provide 
ail the latest dise formats: CD ROM & DVD. 
With in-house pre-mastering, mastering, 
reprographies, upto six-colour p/inting on 
dise and packaging. 
For CD runs from 100 to virtuah 
infinity call now for our full info-file, ' 

Merrick Iszatt 
PMDC Ltd 

347-353 Chiswick High Road 
London W4 4HS 

Téléphoné: 0181 742 5500 
Facsimile: 0181 742 5501 

t.   



VALUE ADDEO 

TRACKS 
Enhanced CD is the latest hi-tech addition to the record industry's 
marketing arsenal. Michael Arnold reports from the cutting edge 
When the qualification rules for the singles chart were tightened earlier this year, one of the tools record companies enlisted as a sales-clinching sweetener for their product was the Enhanced CD, an audio CD with extra multimédia for viewing on PCs or Macs. With the latest government statistics revealing that almost one third of UK households now has a computer, the importance of the E-CD as a marketing tool cannot be underestimated. Although the technology has been available since the early Nlneties, and despite production of E-CDs tripling in the fîrst half of 1998 compared with the previous six months, Music Week research has revealed that less than 15% of this year's Top 20 hits have contained enhanced elements. Currently, the most common way of enhancing a CD is through the inclusion of the promo video for the title track. Telstar took this approach when it released a second CD version of the Fat Les single Vindaloo, which proved exlremely popular with buyers. Issued as a IDO.OOCFcopy limited-edition run, the CD sold out in four days, putting first-week sales of the CD1 

Telstar's senior product manager Philip Seidl says the label's original plan was to produce a 30-minute video about the making of the record and promo, but Keith Allen was not available. But whatever the final content of that particular release, Seidl says he is impressed simply by the format itself: "The great thing about Enhanced CD is it's an extra marketing ti 

Several months prior to the release of Billie's number one single Because We Want To, the C3 website cultivated a web presence for Virgin's youngest singing sensation, and fans are now voicing their approval of the E-CD via the internet. "Voung pop fans tend to be really reactive and we have had loads of e-mails from Billie fans telling us how great it /s Virgin the vil Records creative and Danny Van Emden. She envisages E-CD as part of a biggei picture for Virgin's hit-making stratégies. "We offer a complété new-media service fi marketing, press and promotion of pop acts, and E-CD is a way in which wi offer ex :e the 

a the 
Taking the marketing strategy one step further, Virgin has been creating a buzz for ils pop talent by using its C3 teen magazine website - the latest benefioiary being chart- topping 15-year-old Billie. 

proposition of a The trend continues apace with The Spice Girls, whose deluxe E-CD of Viva Forever marks the act's first foray into multimédia, as well as glving them their seventh number 
Universal has enjoyed a hattrick of 

'Enhanced CD is an extra 
marketing tool thatgives excellent 

value to the consumer' 
-Philip Seidl, Telstar 

number ones with Scandinavian pop sensation Aqua, whose acclaimed videos have graced the CD2 of each release. Having tested the waters with Marilyn Manson and Bush releases, Universal head of marketing, Cari Badger, now uses E-CDs to make some of the label's more outstanding promo créations available to fans. "We've done some great videos and because there are limited outlets for pop videos on TV, especially where you can see them from start to finish, an Enhanced CD is a convenient way for fans to view the complété video," he says. MCA Nashville's The MavenoKs were unusual in that video exposure as well as radio played a large part m ensurmg a high demand for the E-CD release of their UK breakthrough single Dance The Night Away. According to the band's independent PR Richard Wootton, getting radio play for the band from stations other than Ra was tough until T0TP2 showed the video. "As a resuit of that, there was a huge amountof^st in ^ bandée 

Spice tàlr|s: the deluxe E-CD of Viva grever marked the act's first foray into Multimedia MUSIC WEEK 22 AUGUST 1998 

ii'nly helped sales," he says One of the benefiwofincluding ar 

single Under The Bridge/Lady 
CD1à'T Tereas thecost to us of putting the vWeo 'on the Ak Saints single was around fi noo " says London Records product £l,OOU, say „ .Not on|y qoes It manager Keith Bennett. noiu y 



NEW MEDIA 
work out cheaper, but it also ailows us to 

EDITED BY CHAS DE WhALLEY 

make the m 
tsed with the single, Bootie Indeed, Bennett was ! results that the quartet': Call. will also be issued as an t-cu. One of the companies leading the way in E-CD development is Abbey Road InteractiV' Now in its thlrd year of opération, the London-based team has recently designed E-CDs for Ail Saints, Billie, George Michael and Eagle-Eye Cherry among others. New business manager Christina Schonieber says the company has the best machinery and some of the most 

included, such as photo slideshows, lyrics and biographies. When designing an E-CD, end-user compatibility is the key, and Abbey Road uses Quicktime video compression, decoded by Quicktime's Movie Player software, available free for PCs and Macs. Independent CD manufacturers have not been slow in recognising the potential of E-CD. Among those that offer complété in-house E-CD design and production is docData, whose order books have been filled over the past three months with releases by artists inciuding Julian Lennon, Marc Almond and Dario G. "Because of the resources we have here, we can either design and author an E-CD for pressing elsewhere. master one that has 

iconography - are created using Director, a package launched by leading US software developer nearly 10 years ago. The company's UK technical product manager, Nick Austin, has seen E-CD become another important commercial use for the software. "It was originally designed to introduce moving images to company présentations, but is now the top authoring package for multimédia," he says. "It ailows designers to create an interface that is able to control the CD's audio tracks and synchronise them to animations, and if required, create a very complex multimédia package." Most Abbey Road Interactive clients choose the video-only package for singles at a cost of £1,100, although extras can be 

'We've M loads of e-mnils Irom 
Billie fans telling us how 

pat il is lo have the video on 
the single' - Danny Van 
imden, Virgin Records 

size they become heavily pixelated and extremely slow. 
better and we learn how to push it to its limits for the best results, as with our more recent projects," says Abbey Road Inter- active creative director Samantha Harvey. "As computers get faster and MPEG video cards become more widely available weTI bt able to use MPEG compression, whioh will 

And with the advent of DVD audio dises, which will allow considerably more dise space for multimédia enhancement, the convergence of musio and video will becomt an even more common proposition for record-buyers. E 

amx 

AMXstudios 

Siiiïtiii a iiiiti fiiif® 

n Maiden's extensive w back catalogue, the band's management company, Sanctuary, was keen to give the act's légion of international fans somethlng over and above the usual promise of cleaned-up audio and extra tracks. Having seen the possibllltles of E-CD on two recently-lssued Iron Maiden singles, manager Rod Smallwood decided to approach EMI about the posslblllty of hot-roddîng the 12 fortheoming album releases with a 
"After w it had ne before on this scale, EMI got qulte excited about It," says Sanctuary's Dave Pattenden. Having won the label's blesslng, Sanctuary sought a new média design studio to take on the proJect. AMX Digital was chosen not just for the quality of prevlous work, but because it also boasted an in-house Malden fan. "He knew the sort of things a fan would want to see, so it was very helpful to have that input," says Pattenden. Each album's multimédia track features two full-length promo videos, biographies, prevlously unseen photos, sleeve artwork, tour programme pages, a Pete Frame famlly tree, discographies, weblinks and an Eddie image gallery. It took a four-person 

team at AMX Digital four weeks to compile, design and program the complété set. "It's the largest Enhanced CD project we've worked on, and the most unique," says designer lan Shurmer. "AH the enhanced content Is accessed via a browser, which Is used 

In fact, to do justice ta the scale of the project and the extensive use of video, AMX broke in brand new versions of Its authoring and video compression software, and in doing so, set a new benchmark for E-CD video quality. Due to be released in September at full price, EMI is understandably keen to make sure fans are aware of what they're gettlng for their money. "Ail advertising will carry information about the enhancements, and we'll be working with Sanctuary to alert tans about the extras, which will include e-maillng visitors to the band's website," says EMI UK's senior marketing manager John Leahy. The hi-tech community will also be targeted using a novel marketing ploy; "We're putting together a promo containing examples of the multimédia elements, which will be appearlng on 
Enhanced-CD and DVD 
design, production and mastering. 

The UK's premier Enhanced-CD design 
and production company (with over forty 
titles to its name, inciuding Spice Girls, 
Boyzone, Foo Fighters, Iron Maiden, 
Dannii Minogue and Natalie Imbruglia), 
AMX is now offering a bespoke DVD 
design, production and mastering service. 
For further information contact: lan Shurmer 
Tel: 0171 613 5300 Fax: 0171 613 5333 
©Mail: ian@amxstudios.com 
website: www.amxstudios.com 
AMXstudios is a member of Havas Advertising group of companies 
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Speciialieing in Enhanced CD Development 

CD ROM 
W©b Design 
Screen Severs 
Video Encoding/Editing 
Graphie Design 
Audio Mastering ÏSonic SoluftSonsî 
DVD 
Oonsultianoy 
Manufactsuring 
Compietse FufiHment 
From A~Z and beyond... 

Clientes inolude: 

Warner Music 
Universai/MCA 

Pinnacle 
iTIhe Echo Labet Ltd 

Some Bizarre 
GoahS Records 

Bpote On Design 

for more information 
«mai! us! on cdx@doGdata.com 1=.^ 'ssnr*ie Rd Battersea London SW1 1 3SJ 8T^O°71 SOlSkOO Fax: 0171 aa<» 8117 

DOCdata 
Commiteted To DeUvering Qua.itv On Time 
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imUNNI 
Rates: Appointments: £30.00 per single column centimètre (minimum 4cm x 2 col) Business to Business; El 8.00 per single column centimètre Situations Wanted: £12.00 per single column centimètre Box Numbers: £12.00 extra Published weekly each Monday, dated following Saturday Copy date; Advertisements may be placed until Thursday 10 a.m. for publication Monday (space permitting). Ail rates subject to standard VAT   

WE ACCEPT MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

Cancellation Deadline: Wednesday 10 a.m. before publication Monday. To place an advertisement please contact Anne Jones, Music Week - Classifled Dept. Miller Freeman pic, Fourth Floor, 8 Montague Close. London SE1 SUR Tel: 0171-921 5937 Fax; 0171-921 5984 AU Box Number Replies To flddress Abooe  
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Mastering Operator 
£14,000pa increasing to £16,000pa 
We are a fast moving expanding company based in Battersea, operating in the dynamic industry of multi-media, manufacturing CDs, CD-ROM and Audio Cassettes. We are currently seeking to recruit a Mastering Operator for our Cassettes division. Working within the Mastering Studio you will be responsible for producing 'k° Loopbin Masters for cassette production and DDR Masters for compact dise production, also clones and copies. You will be responsible for the audio quality from source to finished product and you must therefore have experience of analogue tape machines and signal processors as well as Digital Audio Workstations. As part of the rôle you will also be required to liaise with Account Co-ordinators and therefore strong communication skills are required. Interested? Please send your CV to: Linda Marriott, Personnel Manager, DOCdata (UK) Limited, 250 York Road, Battersea, London SW11 3SJ. 

DOCdata 1 WÊÊÊSâ 

Itnisk week 
FOR 

INFORMATION 
ON OUR 

APPOINTMENTS 
PREMIER 

DEAL 
CONTACT 

ANNE 
ON 

0171 921 5937 
OR FAX 

0171 921 5984 

GENERAL MANAGER 

HHNZIE 

THE RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS T0 THE jUgffii INDUSTRY 

Permanent and Temporary Personnel 

tune 
handle 

Handle Recruitment 0171 935 3585 
PROMOTIONS MANAGER (1 year maternity cover) UK's leading reggae label seeks an enthusiastic and energetic promotions manager. You will have min. 2 years promotions experience within the reggae or dance industry. You should have good writing skills and be able to work both independently and as part of a small team. AH info to: I.T„ Greensleeves Records, Unit 14 Métro Centre, St John's Road, Isleworth, Middx TW7 6NJ 

BOOK KEEPER WANTED 
for central London music publishers to write up manual cash book, reconcile bank accounts, payroll etc. and produce monlhly accounts on computerised System (le. Pegasus). Thorough knowledge of double entry book keeping and good WP skills essential. 

Send CV stating requirement etc. to Fax No: (0181) 780 0252 
» move or recruit: 

We recruit executive and personal assisants, secreorles, receptlonists, royalltles and copyright administratora to a large proportion of the ma|ors. Call: Lorraine Windel 0171 192 2900 or fax: 0171 434 0297 (Rec Cons.)  
JUNIOR ASSISTANT for Music Publishers 

<1 WP/Cq8"1 "H"!1 •laVC ^ aptiUJtlc fJ)ri
figurcs' 

ituskweek TEMPORARY ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT 

■9 
POP/ROCK MARKETING 
EXECUTIVE (PRINTED MUSIC & BOOKS) 

Publications, a member 

material from retailers. musicians and affiliâtes worldwide. The successful 
diverse knowledge and understanding of ail that moves and matlers in the pop/rock 

pop, rock, |an and 
ssiSF3--- 

SELFRIDGES- LONDON 
EXPERIENCED MUSIC AND VIDEO MANAGER 

We are seeking an ambitious, self motivated individual with a genuine knowledge and enthusiasm for music/video who is looking to develop their career. The successful candidate will be the key to the continued success of this very busy department. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Please send your CV to Impulse Entertainment Limited, The Leys 2C Leyton Road, Harpenden, Hertfordshire AL5 2TL. 

International Label Management Company requires a highly motivated person to join our expanding distribution division. The right candidate will have an exte dance market, a confident téléphoné 
have experience in telesales, distribution or retail you d be the person we're looking for. A healthy package for the right person Fax your C.V. to 0171 247 3364 or phone 0171 377 0116 

WANTED 
MALE/FEMALE SINGERS 
Gan u sing Pop, Soul, Rap...? 

Can u write your own music/lyrics? 
Need MANAGEMENT? 
Want a HIT SINGLE? If you're 16-30 and KNOW you've got 
what it takes then call PLATINUM PROMOTIONS on 

0800 096 2420 and find out about our auditions. 
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QyALSTY 
OFFICE SPACE 

wmîm® ral London) 
Approx. 750-1000 sq. ft. in 

music environment. 
Contact Jonathan Shalit on 0171 379 3282 

business to business 
in store security cases 

• maximum security for audio visual display 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm Systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product 
• easy to use and fully guaranteed 

IUE DANCE DISTRIBUTION 

LARGE BACK CATALOGUE ALWAYS ESI STOCK 

GREAT BAND, GREAT SOUND GREAT VISUALS? WANT TO PUT IT ALL ON THE WEB? 
Manufacturing 
CD Cassette Vinyl Video 

Forward Sound & Vision 

OFFICES FOR RENT IN 
HAMMERSMITH 

Various sized offices spread over two floors suitable for individuals or smaJl businesses il the music industry. Reasonable all-inclusive rents. 
Delancey Business Management Ltd; 0171-602 5424. RPM 

WAreTED!!! 

week THE MUSIC STOREFITTING SPECIAUSTS TO ADVERTISE CALL ANNE ON 0171 921 5937 OR FAX ON 0171 921 5984 

o Post-production for Broadcast 

HEWARD 
CASH AVAILABLE Si,ver» Lane 0181 - 746 2000 

THE STUDIO 
WIZARD JUKE BOX 

SERVICES BLACKWING car number plate rHE RECORDING STUDIO pQp g|||^g 

MIXCD CHIAPO cheapo records ltd 53 Rupert Street, London Wl Td: 0171-437 8272 noon-lO.OOpm 

666532 INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS TEL: 01480 414204 FAX: 01480 414205 
FAX OFFER B1DS TO 
01382 646167 OF 
TEL: 0836 725699 
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0 
C music , > week 

I 

More than 8,500 

contact names, 

addresses 

and numbers 

in one little 

book... 

Order your copy today call 0171 921 5957 or 5906 

Contents include: 
• Retailers ■ Record Companies/Labels 
• Video Companies/Labels 
• Multimedia Developers 
• Internet Designers/Providers 
• Publishers 
• Distributors 
• Manufacturers 
• Printers 
• Art & Creative Studios 
• Merchandise Conipanies 
• Artist Management 
• Accountants 
• Légal & Insurance 
• Conférences & Exhibitions 
• Newspapers & Magazines 
• Radio &TV 
• Prorhoters & Pluggers 
• PR Companies 
• Booking Agents 
• Concert Promoters 
• Venues 
• Recording Studios 
• Producers • Studio EquipmentHire - 

y ou 

OC RECORDS. Tony, ï 

In less than a month from now, a very 
exclusive event will be taking place. It has 

been designed only for independent retailers. 
It will be an opportunity to talk, face to face, 

about important issues. 
For confidentiality reasons we can't give 

exact détails of the event or what's 
going to happen, or what will be discussed. 

But these will be sent to you personally 
in the next few days. 



Remember where you heard it: Sony 
supremo Paul Burger had bought a dise 
at Borders recently when his purchasing experience turned unpleasant - an 
overlooked swipe tag on the CD 
triggered the alarms as the Sony boss 
made to leave the store. Fortunately, 
the honest-looking Burger was spared 
being dragged upstairs for a finger- 
wagging from the manager...Watch out 
for developments this week involving 
MusicNet.net, Tower Records' new 
online partner, and a certain larger-than- 
iife Scottish personality...Old skool 
indie janglers will recognise Duglas T 
Stewart, the man behind BBC Choice's 
new show The Beat Room, as a 
member of none less than the glorious 
BMX Bandits... Dooley's thoughts were 
with BMG UK and ireland chief Richard 
Griffiths last week as he persevered 

Looking more like two mlld-mannered OAPs on tho way to tho golf course than notorlous Slxtles drug evangelists, two of tho original merry pranksters KEN KESEY (loft) and KEN BABB dropped in, turnod up and tuned out at TOWER PICCADILLY last week to launch now spoken word label KING MOB, which is roloasing a version of the duo's proto-hippie classic the Add Tests. Far out man. 
through a deeply traumatic experience 
- moving house...Looks like the dreadful 
inkie ABCs did not do the health of 
IPC's télécommunications system any 
good. "I can't put you through, the 
switchboard's stuck," screeched the IPC telephonist on the day they were 
announced...Could one leading dance industry figure who has tired of 
splitting time zones be thinking of 
taking on a ministerial 
rôle?...Good to see London's 
Evening Standard is keeping 
up with industry developments. 
In an article last Tuesday on 
Lord Brocket, the 44-year old 
peer who has just been 
released from prison, the 
paper reported that he has 
approached Richard Branson to 
see if his Virgin label would be 
interested in signing his band; the Time Lords... Holiday 
taies from hell pt 56: first 
Dave Bâtes' Bosnian 
brother-in-law was refused 
a passport, then he was a 
victim of a road rage 
attack getting on to 
Eurostar. Once their 
families finally reached 
Italy, the local supermarket 
called the police when 
they tried to pay with a 
crédit card, and then the 
brakes went on a car full 
of kids as it plunged down 
a narrow mountain road. 
Finally, on return to 
Blighty the cherry tree in 
Bâtes' London garden 
had split. Dooley wishes 
him more luck in his DB Music venture (address 
PO Box 19318, London 
W4 or contact through 
Howard Jones @ 

Sheridans)... The music industry can 
breathe a sigh of relief this week. 
Having been on the receiving end of 
some pretty heavy légal moves of late, 
Benjamin Pell, "friend" to Ail Saints, 
The Verve and Elton John, reckons the 
frisson of discovering the stars' secrets 
in black bin liners and selling them to 
the tabs is no longer worth the 
heartache; he is jacking it in to target 
another industry. But, watch out for a 
fortheoming movie. The ever-reliable Pell 
reckons a film maker wants to make a 

movie about his exploits. Now that's 
scary...Dooley hears a slim 
boy who thinks he is fat has 
helped out on a fortheoming 

album which features 
members of a band he 
used to have a happy 

ftime in...Which head of 
' press is about to mark 10 
years with her company by 

going indépendant?...Could it 
be true that a former 
Ramones manager now 
makes his living chauffeuring 

industry moguls around town? 
Dooley hears that said 
manager was spotted taking 

guests to last 
week's Avengers 
party in London 
...Congratulations 
to BMG senior 
business affairs 
director Clive Rich 
whose wife Jo gave 
birth to 71b 9oz 
Tabitha on August 
11  

Last week's AVENGERS' party to launch its ATLANTIC soundtrack may have corne in for some tabloïd stick for its lack of A-list stars - even Emma Noble w; 
pictured with BOBAK KIANOUSH from Another Level. Meanwhile, WEA artist SUGGS, whose I Am single Is the first to be released from the album on August 31, more than made up for the absence of Uma Thurman by Incorporating two leather catsuit-clad backing singers in 
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PLUS! 
NDT FORGEITING BILLIE D SCDVERED BY SMASH HITS! 
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